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Abstract 

Distributed Convolutional-Based Coding 

for Cooperative Systems 

MOHAMED M. M. ELFITURI, Ph.D. 

Concordia University, 2009 

Whenever size, power, or other constraints preclude the use of multiple-input 

multiple-output (MIMO) systems, wireless systems cannot benefit from the well-

known advantages of space-time coding (STC) methods. Also the complexity (multi-

ple radio-frequency (RF) front ends at both the transmitter and the receiver), channel 

estimation, and spatial correlation in centralized MIMO systems degrade the perfor-

mance. In situations like these, the alternative would be to resort to cooperative 

communications via multiple relay nodes. When these nodes work cooperatively, 

they form a virtual MIMO system. The destination receives multiple versions of the 

same message from the source and one or more relays, and combines these to cre-

ate diversity. There are two main cooperative diversity techniques for transmission 

between a pair of nodes through a multiple relay nodes: decode-and-forward (DF) 

and amplify-and-forward (AF) modes. In the DF mode, the signal received from the 

source node is demodulated and decoded before retransmission. In the AF mode, the 

relay node simply amplifies and retransmits the signal received from the source node. 

No demodulation or decoding of the received signal is performed in this case. 

In uncoded cooperative communication networks, the diversity of the system de-

grades significantly. This diversity degradation is attributed to the errors made at 

the relay nodes. Consequently, if better reliability is achieved at the relay nodes, the 

diversity may improve, or even may be preserved, as compared to the error-free case. 
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In light, of this, the objective of this thesis is to devise coding schemes suitable for 

relay channels that aim at improving the end-to-end performance of such systems. 

In this thesis, we present a coding scheme suitable for cooperative networks where 

the source and relays share their antennas to create a. virtual transmit array to trans-

mit towards their destination. We focus on the problem of coding for the relay 

channels. While the relays may use several forwarding strategies, including AF and 

DF, we focus on coded DF relaying. We derive upper bounded expressions for the bit 

error rate (BER) assuming M—ary phase shift keying (A/-PSK) transmission and 

show that the proposed scheme achieves large coding gains and full diversity relative 

to the coded non-cooperative case for a wide range of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 

interest. 

To improve the detection reliability further, we consider antenna/relay selection on 

the performance of cooperative networks in conjunction with the distributed coding 

scheme proposed. For simplicity, we assume that, there is one relay that, is equipped 

with 'rift antennas and only the best antenna is selected. For this scenario, assuming 

DF and AF relaying, we derive upper bounds on the BER for M—PSK transmission. 

Our analytical results show that the proposed scheme achieves full diversity for the 

entire range of BER of interest, unlike the case without antenna selection. 

In the last part, of the thesis, we consider the same system considered in the ideal 

case but now with system imperfections. In particular, we consider the case when 

the channel state information is estimated at, all nodes involved in the transmission 

process. We derive upper bounds on the performance with imperfect, channel estima-

tion. Our results show that, there is a performance degradation due to the presence of 

channel estimation error. However, the observations made in the case of ideal channel 

state information still hold for the non-ideal case. 
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Chapter 1 

1.1 Wireless Systems 

The increasing demand for high data rates in wireless communications due to emerg-

ing new technologies makes wireless communications an exciting and challenging field. 

The spectrum or bandwidth available to the service provider is often limited and the 

allotment of new spectrum by the federal government is often slow in coming. Also, 

the power requirements are that devices should use as little power as possible to 

conserve battery life and keep the products small. Thus, the designers for wireless 

systems face a two-part, challenge, increase data rates and improve performance while 

incurring little or no increase in bandwidth or power. The wireless channel is by its 

nature random and unpredictable, and in general error rates are poorer over a wireless 

channel than over a wired channel. 

The wireless channel contains objects and particles which scatter the transmitted 

signal. These scattered signals take different paths with different path lengths and 

thus arrive at the receiver out. of phase and create interference. These scatterers 

introduce a variety of impairments in the wireless channel such as fading, delay spread 

and attenuation. This results in severe attenuation of the signal, referred to as deep 

fade. This instantaneous decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) results in error 

bursts which significantly degrade the performance. 

Fading can be classified as long term fading and short, term fading. Long term 
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fading is due to shadowing and the relative distance between the source and desti-

nation. It is also referred to as path loss. Short term fading is due to the multipath 

propagation of the transmitted signal due to reflections from various objects. When 

the delay differences between the multipath components are small as compared to the 

symbol interval, these components can add constructively or destructively at the re-

ceiver depending upon the carrier frequency and delay differences. Multipath fading 

can be controlled by techniques like diversity and channel coding. 

Channel coding is a technique to overcome transmission errors over a noisy chan-

nel. Here redundancy is introduced at the transmitter and utilized at the receiver 

for error correction. Channel coding is effective in correcting independent random 

symbols. However when the fading is correlated, channel coding is not an effective 

technique, in this scenario interleaving is used. In this method, at the transmitter, 

the coded signals are first interleaved to reduce the effect of correlation. Interleaving 

is effective in combating the correlated fading at the cost of increased delay and extra 

hardware. 

Diversity is one of the techniques to combat channel fading [1] —[4]. Diversity 

makes use of more than one independently faded version of the transmitted signal to 

improve the overall reception. This is because if several copies of the original signal 

are sent through different paths, they encounter different channel characteristic and 

therefore the probability that all the paths will experience deep fading at the same 

instant is greatly reduced. Diversity can be achieved using the following technique: 

« Frequency diversity: Here the message is transmitted simultaneously over several 

frequency slots. This form of diversity is effective when the transmission bandwidth is 

large enough such that, different subbands will experience different amounts of fading. 

• Temporal Diversity: Here the message is transmitted over several time slots. 

This form of diversity is effective when the fading is time selective. The time slots 

must be separated such that the channel fading experienced by each transmission 

is independent of the channel fading experienced by other transmissions. Therefore 

this form of diversity introduces a significant delay in processing. Temporal diversity 

can be achieved through techniques like interleaving, forward error correction and 
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automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocols. 

• Spatial diversity: Here the message is transmitted using multiple transmitting 

and/or receiving antennas. The requirement for using spatial diversity is that the sep-

aration between adjacent antennas should be large enough that signals from different 

antennas undergo independent fading. 

1.2 Motivation 

In most wireless systems, antenna diversity is a practical, effective, and hence, a 

widely applied diversity technique [5]. It is shown in [6], [7] that a system with mul-

tiple antennas on both ends of the communication link (referred to as multiple-input 

multiple-output (MIMO)) improves the received signal reliability through diversity 

[8]—[10]. In these systems, each pair of transmitter and receiver antennas provides 

an independent path from the transmitter to the receiver. By proper encoding, mul-

tiple independent faded replicas of a signal are obtained at the receiver side, hence, 

creating spatial diversity. Furthermore, it is possible to have much higher spectral 

efficiency in MIMO systems compared to single-input single-output, (SISO) systems 

through spatial multiplexing. 

A typical MIMO system is depicted in Figure 1.1. As shown in the figure, the 

transmitter is equipped with M transmit antennas and the receiver is equipped with 

N receive antennas. The channel between the ?n-th transmit antenna and the n-th 

receive antenna can be represented by the random propagation coefficient hmn. To 

send information to the receiver, at every transmission time, the transmitter feeds 

signals s i , . . . , SM to its M antennas respectively. The antennas then send the signals 

simultaneously to the receiver. Every receive antenna obtains a signal that is a 

superposition of the signals from every transmit antenna sent through the fading 

channels. 

Information theoretic investigations over the past, decade have shown that, very 

high capacity can be obtained by employing multiple antenna elements at both the 

transmitter and the receiver of a wireless system [6], [8]. These investigations have led 

to the development of a novel multiple transmit-receive architecture called bell labs 
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Figure 1.1: Centralized MIMO system. 

layered space-time architecture (BLAST) [6]. Using BLAST, it was shown that rates 

close to the channel capacity can be attained. Another approach that uses multiple 

transmit antennas and (optionally) multiple receive antennas is space-time coding 

(STC), which was introduced in [1], [9], [11], [12] to provide reliable communications 

over fading channels. This concept of STC combines coding, modulation, and spatial 

diversity into a two-dimensional coded modulation technique. Examples of STCs 

include space-time block codes (STBC) [11], and space-time trellis codes (STTC) 

[12]. STTCs are known to provide full diversity and coding gain at the cost of a 

complex receiver. On the other hand, STBCs offer only diversity gain (compared to 

single-antenna schemes) and not coding gain. The design of STBCs is based on the 

so-called diversity criterion derived by Tarokh et. al in their earlier paper on STTCs. 

The down side of MIMO technology, however, is the associated complexity. For 

instance, for every antenna employed, it is required to employ a radio frequency (RF) 

chain, which is bulky and costly. Also, the power consumption is relatively high 

due to the complex circuitry. In addition, the overhead required for training can be 

significant, especially when the underlying channel changes relatively fast,. In light of 

these constraints, MIMO technology is deemed not practical for certain applications 

where power consumption and/or physical size is an issue. Such applications include 

cellular networks where it, is not practical to mount, multiple antennas along with 

their associated circuitry on a small mobile phone while keeping its size small and 
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its cost affordable. Another example is wireless sensor networks, where the nodes are 

battery-operated and thus prolonging the battery life as much as possible is a crucial 

requirement. 

As an alternative to using collocated antennas as in MIMO systems, one can 

achieve the same spatial diversity gain through cooperative diversity [13] —[17]. In 

cooperative communications, multiple nodes in a wireless network cooperate among 

themselves to form a virtual antenna array. Using cooperation, it is possible to 

exploit the spatial diversity of the traditional MIMO techniques without each node 

necessarily having multiple antennas. The destination receives multiple versions of 

the message from the source and one or more relays and combines these to obtain a 

more reliable estimate of the transmitted signal. These cooperative techniques utilize 

the broadcast nature of wireless signals by observing that a source signal intended for 

a particular destination can be overheard at neighboring nodes. These nodes, called 

relays, partners, or helpers process the signals they overhear and transmit towards the 

destination. At any given time, any node can be a source, relay, or destination. The 

function of the relay node is to assist, in the transmission of the source information 

to the destination node. 

Owing to its significant, advantages, cooperative communications has recently 

emerged as a strong candidate for the underlying technology for most, future wire-

less applications, including 4G cellular networks, wireless sensor networks (IEEE 

802.15.4), and fixed broadband wireless systems (WiMax, IEEE 802.16J). Among 

these advantages are 1) the great flexibility in the network configurations whereby 

the number of cooperating nodes can be changed according to a specified system per-

formance criterion; 2) the relaying strategy can be adapted to fit, various scenarios; 

3) adaptive modulation and coding can be employed to achieve certain performance 

objectives; 4) the coverage is expected to be better since users will always find relay-

ing nodes close by even if they are at the far end of their cell; and 5) a consequence 

of this is an increased user capacity since the user transmitted power can be better 

controlled which in turn controls the level of multiple access interference at the access 

point. In Figure 1.2, we depict an example of a virtual MIMO system where there is 
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one source, L relays, and one destination node. The fading coefficients are denoted 

by hsoi hsR,„ i a n d m = 1 , 2 , . . . , L. Other forms of virtual MIMO systems are 

also possible, including those that have multi-hop stages. 

Relay # L 

Figure 1.2: Distributed MIMO system using relay nodes. 

With all these great advantages of cooperative communications, there are chal-

lenges that must be tackled for such technology to be brought to a successful deploy-

ment, including the sensitivity of the overall performance to the detection reliability 

at the relays, and determining the relaying framework that would yield the best per-

formance. In terms of the end-to-end performance of cooperative communication 

networks, it has been demonstrated that it significantly depends on the detection 

reliability at the relay nodes [15] —[17]. In the ideal situation where detection at the 

relays is perfect, the diversity of the system is maintained, that is, as if the relay node 

is collocated with the transmitting source node [15] —[17]. However, with imperfect 

detection, the diversity degrades. The severity of this degradation depends on the 

detection reliability level at the relay nodes. From what we have seen, the diversity 

starts degrading when the source-relay link is worse in terms of reliability than the 

source-destination link and/or the relay-destination link. One immediate solution 

that comes to mind to improve the detection reliability at the relay nodes is to use 

coding in conjunction with decode-and-forward (DF) relaying. This has been investi-

gated before but in a different context. In particular, all coded cooperation schemes 

have assumed ideal detection at the relay nodes, which is idealistic. This motivates 
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us to develop coded cooperation schemes under practical situations. In particular, we 

will develop efficient ways of achieving useful cooperation while reducing the impact 

of error propagation. 

Multiple antennas are considered at the relay and destination nodes are considered 

in [18]—[20]. In [18] a system with five-node network with two sources, two relays 

and one common destination is considered. The source and relay nodes are equipped 

with a single antenna while the destination node is equipped with multiple antennas. 

Also, perfect source-relay channels are assumed in [18]. Also in [19], a two-hop system 

is investigated with one source, one destination and multiple relays with multiple 

antennas. Threshold-based MRC and threshold-based selection combining (SC) of 

this multiple antenna system are studied in [19]. In [20], the authors considered 

cooperative relaying system with multiple sources, one relay and one destination. The 

relay and destination nodes are equipped with multiple antennas while the source is 

equipped with a single antenna. 

1.3 Thesis Contributions 

The contribution of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 

1. In Chapter 3, we present a new distributed coded cooperation (DCC) scheme 

for multi-relay channels where the source and relays share their antennas to 

create a virtual transmit array to transmit towards their destination. Assum-

ing DF relaying, we analyze the performance of the above distributed coded 

cooperation scheme for M—ary phase shift keying (M—PSK) transmission and 

show that it achieves large coding gains and full diversity relative to the coded 

non-cooperative case. 

2. In Chapter 4, we propose to use antenna selection at the relays to enhance 

their reliability. Therefore, we consider antenna/relay selection in conjunction 

with the distributed coding scheme introduced in Chapter 3. Assuming DF 

and amplfy-and-forward (AF) relaying, we derive upper bounds on the bit error 

rate (BER) for M—PSK transmission. Our analytical results show that the 
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proposed scheme achieves full diversity for the entire range of bit error rate of 

interest, unlike the case without antenna selection. 

3. In Chapter 5, we study the problem of channel estimation in relay channels. In 

that we analyze the coding scheme introduced in Chapter 3 when using training 

based channel estimation. 

The contributions of this thesis have resulted in the list of publications in 

[64] — [70]. 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 presents some background material and a review of previous work in 

cooperative communication. First, we begin with a brief description on the uncoded 

DF and AF single-relay channels and introduce three different time-division multiple-

access (TDMA)-based protocols, as well as the corresponding channel and signal 

models. We also review several important coded cooperation schemes, and previous 

works which lead to the development of the new scheme. Later, we present simulation 

results for these three protocols and coded cooperation using binary phase shift keying 

(BPSK) transmission. Finally, we present a review of existing works in antenna 

selection and channel estimation. 

In Chapter 3, we introduce the proposed distributed coded cooperation scheme 

for relay channels. Assuming A/-PSK transmission, we analyze the performance of 

the proposed distributed coded cooperation scheme and show that, it, achieves large 

coding gains and full diversity relative to the coded non-cooperative case. Also, we 

investigate the outage probability of the achievable rate of the DF relay channels in 

a Rayleigh fading environment. Finally, we derive expressions for the BER upper 

bound and the outage probability in the case of error-free and erroneous relaying. 

Chapter 4 considers antenna/relay selection in conjunction with the distributed 

coding scheme introduced in Chapter 3 in an effort to improve the detection reliability 

at the relay nodes. We show that performing antenna selection preserves the diversity 
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order of the system for a wider range of SNR, which translates to significant coding 

gains over systems without antenna selection. Our analytical results show that the 

proposed scheme achieves full diversity for the entire range of bit error rate of interest, 

unlike the case without antenna selection. 

In Chapter 5, we study a channel estimation strategy for the distributed coding 

scheme, described in Chapter 3. We also use Alamouti scheme for the distributed 

space-time coding cooperation in the second frame. Finally, we derived expressions for 

the BER upper bound in the case of error-free and erroneous relaying with imperfect 

channel estimation. 

Chapter 6 provides a brief summary of the accomplished work throughout this 

thesis with important conclusions. Some future suggestions are also made to extend 

the research in this area. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review and Background 

This chapter summarizes recent works that relate to the problems studied in this 

thesis. Our objective is to make the reader aware of the many considerations involved, 

highlight the particular scenarios that we study throughout the thesis, and encourage 

further work in the area. 

2.1 Relaying Protocols 

In cooperative diversity, nodes can cooperate with each other to provide spatial diver-

sity gain at the destination. In this case, at any given time, any node can be a source, 

relay, or' destination. The function of the relay node is to assist in the transmission of 

the source information to the destination node. To ensure diversity gains, this relay-

is chosen in such a way that its link to the destination is independent from that of the 

source. Within the framework of cooperative diversity, there are two main coopera-

tive diversity techniques for transmission between a pair of nodes through a multiple 

relay nodes: AF [21] and DF [15], [22] modes. In the AF mode, the relay terminal 

simply amplifies and retransmits the signal received from the source terminal (the 

signal received at the relay terminal is corrupted by fading and additive noise). No 

demodulation or decoding of the received signal is performed in this case. On the 

other hand, in the DF mode, the signal received from the source node is demodulated 

and decoded before retransmission. 
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Most of the previous research on uncoded cooperative diversity adopts AF proto-

cols [23]-[29]. However, for AF, when the instantaneous channel state information 

(CSI) is not available to the receivers, satisfying the relay power constraints greatly 

complicates the demodulation as well as analysis [24]. Obviously, the DF protocols re-

quire more processing than AF, as the signals have to be decoded and then re-encoded 

at the relay transmission. However, if signals are correctly decoded at relays, per-

formance are better than those of AF protocols, as noise is deleted. In addition, the 

DF can be extended to combine coding techniques and might be easier to incorporate 

into network protocols [26] - [29]. 

Relay channels are central to our study of cooperative diversity. Many of the initial 

works performed in this area have focused on additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) 

channels, and examined the performance in terms of the well-known Shannon capacity 

[30]. The classical relay channel models a class of three terminal communication 

channels, originally introduced and examined in [31], [32], and subsequently studied 

by a number of authors, primarily from the information theory community. In general, 

the distinctive property of relay channels is that certain terminals, i.e., relay nodes, 

receive, process, and re-transmit some information bearing signal of interest to a 

certain destination in order to improve the performance of the system. 

Cover and El Garnal [33] examined certain non-faded relay channels, and devel-

oped lower and upper bounds on the channel capacity via random coding. Generally 

these lower and upper bounds do not coincide, except in the class of degraded relay 

channels [33]. These lower bounds on capacity, i.e., achievable rates, are obtained via 

three structurally different random coding schemes, referred to in [33] as facilitation, 

cooperation, and observation. 

Many configurations arise for cooperative diversity in wireless settings. In what 

follows, we denote the source, relay, destination nodes by S. R. and IJ. respectively. 

Figure 2.1 depicts a number of these configurations. For example, the classical relay 

channel in Figure 2.1(a) reduces to direct transmission when the relay is removed, 

and cascade transmission when the destination cannot receive (or ignores) the source 
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transmission. Figure 2.1(b) represents the parallel relay channel without direct trans-

mission. The configurations in Figure 2.1(c)-(e) represent a classical multiple-access 

channel, broadcast channel, and interference channel, respectively. 

Figure 2.1: Various relaying configurations that arise in wireless networks: (a) classi-
cal relay channel, (b) parallel relay channel, (c) multiple-access channel with relaying, 
(d) broadcast channel with relaying, (e) interference channel with relaying. 

Of the remaining configurations depicted in Figure 2.1, only parallel relay chan-

nels (see Figure 2.1(b)) and multiple-accesss channels with relaying (see Figure 2.1(c)) 

have received attention in the literature. Schein and Gallager [34] introduced the par-

allel relay channel model in an attempt to make the classical relay channel symmetric. 

Most of the work that has been done in the area of cooperative networks considered 

three main types of TDMA-based transmission protocols. These protocols are termed 

Protocols I, II and III and they were proposed in [15] —[17], respectively. Protocols I, II 

and III convert the spatially distributed antenna system into effective MIMO, single-

input multiple-output (SIMO) and multiple-input single-output, (MISO), respectively. 

We should mention that, Protocol II has been the most popular due to its simplicity 

and performance. All of the previous works assume that, transmission takes place 
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in a half-duplex fashion (the nodes cannot transmit and receive simultaneously) in 

all relays over two separate time slots. Since our work will use these transmission 

protocols, in the following, we shall briefly describe the details of these three protocols 

in the uncoded DF and AF modes. 

System Model 

Protocol I. In the AF mode, the source node transmits the signal to both the 

destination and relay nodes during the first time slot (see Figure 2.2(a)). The signals 

received at the destination and the relay nodes in the first time slot are given by 

UsD(t\) = \fEsDhsDSi +nSD{ti), (2.1) 

ysR{ti) = \/EsRhSRSi + nSii(ti), (2.2) 

where si is the symbol transmitted in the first time slot 11; ESO, and E$R repre-

„ R R 
hsH - " hi< 

l, — — /> 

S S ! ' > I ) s — > , 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.2: Protocol I: (a) the first, time slot, (b) the second time slot. 

sent the transmitted signal energy for the corresponding link; 1ISD, and 1ISR are the 

complex fading channel coefficients with unit-power gain; tisd{U)-, and nsR{ti) a r e 

AWGN samples with zero mean and variance N0/2 per dimension. 

In the second time slot, both the relay, and the source nodes transmit the signal 

to the destination node (see Figure 2.2(b)). The signals received at the destination 

in the second time slot, are then given by 

VSD ( t 2 ) = V ESDhSDS2 + nSD{t2). 

y R o { t 2 ) = hRDARDySR{ti) + nRD{t2) 

= hRDARD (VE S R h S R s 5 + nsRih)^ + nRD(t2) 
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where s2 is the symbol transmitted in the second time slot t2, hRo is the complex 

fading channel coefficient with unit-power gain; URD^) is AWGN samples with zero 

mean and variance NQ/2 per dimension; ARD is the amplification factor at the relay 

node. One choice for the amplification gain was given in [25] to be 

a % d = E S J a + R (2,5) 

where ERD is the transmitted signal energy from the relay node. One can rewrite 

(2.4) as 

VRD{h) = hRDARDy/EsR.hSRsi + nSRD, (2.6) 

where USRD = h.RDARDnsR{ti) + nR£,(t2). The signals received at the destination 

node over two time slots are then given by 

Vd, = y.SD(ti) = V ESr)hsDS\ +nSD{ti), (2.7) 

VD2 - Vsoih) + VRDih) = VESDhSDS2 + nSD(t2) + hRDARDySR(ti) + NRD(t2) 

= \/ESDhSDS2 + NSD(T2) + hRDARD (VESRhSRs1 + rLSR{ti)j + nRD(t2) 

= hRDARDyJESRhSRSi + \/ESDhSDs2 + nD, (2.8) 

where nD — i%sd(̂ 2) + hRDARDnsR(ti) + nR D(t2) . Protocol I in the AF mode can 

now be summarized as 

Y P ; _ , F = H P , _ , , , S + NP ;_ 1 F , (2.9) 

where YPl AF = [yDl yo2Ythe received signal vector; the superscript (-)T stands 

for transpose; Np,_ AJ, = [nso(^i) nD\T is the noise vector; S - [si s2}T is transmitted 

signal vector; Hp,_1t, is the complex fading channel matrix given by 

H P)-AF — 
\/EsDh-SD 0 

hRD^RDV EsRhsR V ESD^sd 
(2.10) 

In the DF mode, the source node transmits the signals to both the destination and 

the relay nodes during the first, time slot. The signals received at the destination node 
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and the relay nodes in the first time slot are given by (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. 

Different from the AF mode, in the DF mode, the relay node demodulates and decodes 

the received signal during the first time slot. Assuming that the signal is decoded 

correctly and retransmitted, we obtain 

VRD{h) = Y/ ERDHRDS-L + n R D ( t 2 ) . (2.11) 

Similar to the AF mode, Protocol I in the DF mode can now be summarized as 

Y p , _ , „ , = H p , _ . S + Np;_D,,, (2.12) 

where YpI DF = [yDl yD2}T is the received signal vector; Np,_„,, = [n5jD(^) (nS D(t2)+ 

nRD(h))]T is the noise vector; S = [sj s ^ is transmitted signal vector; Hp,_nF is 

the complex fading channel matrix given by 

H PL-DF 
V Esoh-sD 0 

(2.13) 
V ERDIird ^EsohsD 

The spectral efficiency of Protocol I is given by 

Rb Rsk\og2M k log2 M 2 log2M 
^ = _ = _ s _ = _ _ = _ 5 _ = l o g 2M bits/s/Hz (2.14) 

where k is the number of symbols of the source node, p is the number of transmission 

periods to transmit symbols, Rb is the bit rate, Rs is the symbol rate, M is the 

constellation size, and B is the bandwidth. 

Protocol II. In this protocol, in the first time slot, the source node sends a 

message to both the relay and the destination nodes (see Figure 2.3(a)). In the 

second time slot, the relay node sends to the destination node (see Figure 2.3(b)). 

In the AF mode, the received signal at the destination node for Protocol II can 

be written as 

Y p , - H p , , s i + Np,,_ 1F, (2.15) 

where Y P , = [yD, yD.2)T is the received signal vector; Np,,„ ,,, = hsD^i) ("•£> 

r> 



(a) (b) 

Figure 2.3: Protocol II: (a) the first time slot, (b) the second time slot. 

nsoih))] 7 is the effective noise vector; sj is transmitted signal; Hpn_,sr is the first, 

column of Hp,_„F in (2.10). 

In the DF mode, the received signal at, the destination node for Protocol II can 

be rewritten from (2.12) as 

- O F - DF > (2.16) 

where Y pn_DF = [VDi UD2]T is the received signal vector; NP ; ;_D , , = [nSD{ti) nRD(t2)]T 

is the effective noise vector: H P u _ D F is the first column of H P ; D r in (2.13). 

The spectral efficiency of Protocol II is given by 

= ft = Rsk log2 M = k log2 M = log^M 
B Rsp p 2 

Protocol I I I . The source node in this protocol sends a message to the relay node 

in the first, time slot, (see Figure 2.4(a)). Both the source and the relay nodes send to 

the destination node in the second time slot, (see Figure 2.4(b)). 

V R • R , h — — h "SR RD 

S D S >H" * O 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.4: Protocol III: (a) the first time slot,, (b) the second time slot. 

In the AF mode, the received signal at the destination node for Protocol III can 
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be written as 

yP„,-AF = HP;;/-.4/.'S + n P n , - A ( 2 - 1 8 ) 

where yp,,,_ ,w, is the received signal; nPllI_ 1F = no is the effective noise; S = [si s2]T 

is transmitted signal vector; Hp in_ u , is the second row of HP| 4(, in (2.10). 

In the DF mode, the received signal at the destination node for Protocol III can 

be rewritten from (2.12) as 

yPm-nF = Hp,„_,„,S + np,,,_nF, (2.19) 

where yp,n_ni.- is the received signal; npm nr, = Jisoih) + wrd^) is the effective 

noise; S = [si S2]7* is transmitted signal vector; Hpm_D F is the second row of H p i n F 

in (2.13). 

The spectral efficiency of Protocol III is given by 

= ft = ftfclofeA/ = klo^M = 21og2_M = M 

B Rsp p 2 

Simulation Results 

Here, we present simulation results for Protocols I, II. and III using BPSK transmis-

sion. In all scenarios we assume that there is one relay node. In all of these results, the 

transmission links (source to relay, source to destination, and relay to destination) are 

modeled as a quasi-static flat fading channels where the fading coefficients are fixed 

within a frame and change independently from one frame to another, the receiver has 

perfect knowledge of the channel coefficients, and the transmitted frame size is equal 

to 130 symbols. Also we consider equal transmitted energies for the different links, 

i.e., ESD — ESR = ERD = EB-

Figure 2.5 shows the BER comparisons for Protocols I, II, and III, all operating in 

the DF mode with error-free recovery at the relay. This assumption, however, seems 

to be to optimistic and can only be justified under special conditions (i.e., large SNR 

or unfaded channel between the source and relay). For Figure 2.5, we can see that at 

the BER of 5xl0~ 4 . Protocol II is better bv about 11 dB and 14 dB than Protocol 
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Figure 2.5: BER comparisons for Protocols I, II. and III in the DF mode (error-free 
at relay). 

I and III, respectively. Also we note that Protocol II achieves full diversity, which is 

two in this case, while Protocols I and III do not achieve full diversity. 

Figure 2.6 shows BER comparisons for Protocols I, II, and III, all operating in 

the DF mode, considering the effect of channel errors at the relay. From this figure, 

it can be observed that at the BER of 5xl0~4 , Protocol II gains about 2 dB and 5 

dB relative to Protocol I and III, respectively. Also we note that Protocols I, II, and 

III do not achieve full diversity. 

In Figure 2.7 we perform BER comparisons for Protocols I, II, and III, all operating 

in the AF mode. From this figure, Protocol II at the BER of 5 x l 0 - 4 is superior by 

about, 9 dB and 14 dB to Protocols I and III, respectively. Also, we note that, Protocol 

II achieves full diversity, which is two in this case, while Protocols I and III do not 

achieve full diversity. 
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Figure 2.6: BER comparisons for Protocols I, II, and III in the DF mode (errors at 
relay). 

Figure 2.7: BER comparisons for Protocols I. II, and III in the AF mode. 
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2.2 Coded Cooperation 

In the previous section, we have seen that the performance of uncoded multi-relay 

systems when the nodes operate in the DF mode degrades. This was shown via 

simulations. Based on the results we have obtained so far, it is clear that the diversity 

of multi-relay systems is very sensitive to the decoded errors at the relays. This 

suggests that improving the reliability of detection at the relays should improve the 

diversity. 

Coded cooperative communication has been a very active research topic in recent 

years. In [13], [14], Sendonaris et al. demonstrated that cooperation among users not 

only leads to higher data rates, but also to decrease sensitivity to channel variations. 

They have also shown that spatial diversity can be obtained using the partnering 

user, even if the interuser channel is noisy. Laneman et al. [16] developed several 

cooperative protocols which can achieve full diversity. The goal was to minimize the 

outage probability. Recently, channel coding for cooperative systems has been studied 

in [35]-[37]. 

For instance, Hunter and Nosratinia [35] used rate-compatible punctured convolu-

tional (RCPC) codes for the partnering users and cyclic redundancy check (CRC) at 

the partner to arrive at an efficient coding scheme for cooperation. Along the same 

lines, Stefanov and Erkip [37] provided a frame-error rate (FER) analysis to show 

that coded cooperation can achieve full diversity. They illustrated that, when differ-

ent users experience independent, fades, the block-fading channel model is appropriate 

for coded cooperation, and the framework in [38] can be used for code design. Liu et 

al. [36] considered punctured turbo codes for cooperation with a strict, decoding delay 

constraint, and analyzed the FER behavior. Some recent, work includes cooperative 

STC, where the partnering nodes may have multiple antennas [39]. 

In [22], the authors considered space-time coded cooperation schemes for multi-

relay channels. The first scheme is a repetition-based cooperative diversity scheme 

where the destination receives separate signals from each of the relays during the 

second phase on orthogonal sub-channels. The second one is a space-time-coded 

cooperative diversity scheme, in which relays utilize a suitable space-time code in the 
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second phase and therefore can transmit simultaneously on the same sub-channel. 

In [35], [37], [39] —[41], the authors proposed cooperative diversity with classical 

DF. The key idea is that each user transmits its own bits in the first frame. Each user 

also receives and decodes the partner's transmission. If the user successfully decodes 

the partner's code word, determined by checking the CRC bits, the user computes and 

transmits additional parity bits for the partner's data in the second frame. In [42], 

[43], the authors considered cooperative diversity with superposition modulation. In 

the superposition modulated cooperative transmission system, a node transmits its 

own signal superimposed on other node's signal to the destination node. 

The schemes that we consider most related to our work are the ones proposed in 

[35], [37], [39] —[41]. In light of this, coded cooperation in essence splits each code-

word into two partitions, each of them is transmitted in a distributed manner to 

ensure large coding gains relative to conventional coding schemes (i.e., noncoopera-

tive systems). In addition to the coding advantage, coded cooperation is based on 

incremental redundancy and thus allows a more flexible bandwidth allocation between 

the source and relay nodes, as compared to repetition coding. 

In the following, we shall briefly describe the details of Schemes I, II that are 

related to our work. Scheme I is the one proposed in [35], [40], [41] and Scheme II is 

the one proposed in [37], [39]. 

System Model 

Scheme I. In this scheme, the users segment their source data into blocks which are 

augmented with a CRC code, for a total of K bits per source block (including the 

CRC bits). Each block is then encoded with a forward error-correcting code, so that,, 

for an overall rate R. code, we have N = K/R total code bits per block. Figure 2.8 

illustrates the general coded cooperation framework. 

The two users cooperate by dividing the transmission of their N—bit code words 

into two successive time segments, or frames. In the first, frame, each user transmits 

a rate Ri > R code word with N} = Kj/?, bits. This itself is a valid (albeit weaker) 

code word which can be decoded to obtain the original information. Each user also 
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A', bits for User 2 or User I 
User 2 ^ ^ User2 

Af j bits for User 2 

Frame 1 Frame 2 

Figure 2.8: Cooperative transmission scheme. 

receives and decodes the partner's transmission. If the user successfully decodes the 

partner's rate R,\ code word, determined by checking the CRC bits, the user computes 

and transmits N2 additional parity bits for the partner's data in the second frame, 

where + N2 = N. These additional parity bits are selected such that they can 

be combined with the first frame code word to produce a more powerful rate R code 

word. If the user does not successfully decode the partner, N2 additional parity bits 

for the user's own data are transmitted. Each user always transmits a total of N 

bits per source block over the two frames, and the users only transmit in their own 

multiple access channels. 

In general, various channel coding methods can be used within this coded coop-

eration framework. For example, the overall code may be a block or convolutional 

code, or a combination of both. The code bits for the two frames may be partitioned 

through puncturing, product codes, or other forms of concatenation. In this scheme, 

the overall rate R code is selected from a given RCPC code family (e.g., the mother 

code). The code word for the first frame is obtained by applying the puncturing 

matrix corresponding to rate Ri, and the additional parity bits transmitted in the 

second frame are those punctured from the first, frame. Figure 2.9 illustrates a user's 

implementation of coded cooperation using RCPC codes. 

The users transmit on orthogonal channels (e.g., TDMA, code-division multiple-

access (CDMA), or frequency-division multiple-access (FDMA)), which allows the 

destination, and other users in the cooperative case, to separately detect each user. In 

scheme I, BPSK modulation is assumed, for which the baseband-equivalent discrete-

time signal transmitted by user i € {1 ,2} and received by user j 6 {0 .1 ,2} ( j ^ i. 
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Figure 2.9: A user's implementation of coded cooperation with RCPC codes, 

and j = 0 denotes the destination) is given by 

r i j (t) = hid (0 y/E^Xi (i) + nj (t), (2.21) 

where E i j is the transmitted energy per bit for user i, .T; (t) € { — 1, +1} is the BPSK 

modulated code bit at time t, hij (t) is modeled as complex Gaussian distributed with 

zero mean and unit variance, representing the fading channels between users i and j , 

and rij (t) accounts for noise and other additive interference at the receiver. For slow 

(quasi-static) fading, the fading coefficients remain constant (h{_j (t) = hij) over the 

transmission of each source frame. The noise term nj (t) is modeled as independent, 

zero-mean AWGN with variance No/2 per dimension. 

The instantaneous received SNR for the channel between users i and j is defined 

as 

1 , , ( 0 • (2-22) 

For \hij{t)\ Rayleigh distributed, ji.j (t) has an exponential distribution with 

mean 
\}>,J (0!2 E, 

= ^-E[\h h J ( t )\ 2 ] , (2-23) N0 

|2 

No 

where E [•] denotes the expectation operator, |h{j\* is constant over t for a given 

channel. 

Scheme II . In this scheme, the cooperative system is shown in Figure 2.10. For 
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each node, the information bits are encoded by a channel encoder. The coded sym-

bols are properly multiplexed for cooperation. The multiplexed symbols are passed 

through a serial-to-parallel converter, and are mapped to a particular signal constel-

lation. When node Si, transmits, the output of the modulator at each discrete time 

slot t. is the signal Xi(t). 

The received signal at the destination at time t due to transmission from 5',; is 

given by 

where the noise samples, Zj(t), are modeled as independent realizations of a zero-mean 

complex Gaussian random variable with variance /V0/2 per dimension. 

Using time division, each user has a separate time slot consisting of coded symbols 

(see Figure 2.11(a)). For the cooperative scheme, each user divides its own time slot 

into two equal segments, as shown in Figure 2.11(b). Along with channel coding 

for error correction, the users also perform a CRC for error detection. To optimize 

the performance of coded cooperative system, Si can transmit any portion of coded 

bits. For simplicity, 5'i uses the first segment of its time slot to transmit half of 

its coded symbols. These symbols are obtained by multiplexing the original coded 

symbol stream. Both the destination and the partner receive these coded symbols. 

Note that for the rate 1/4 convolutional code, the effective code rate that the partner 

observes is 1 /2. If S2 can successfully decode (as indicated by the CRC), it re-encodes 

the information bits to get the additional coded symbols which were not originally 

transmitted by Si. These coded symbols are transmitted by S2 for Si in the second 

segment of Si's time slot. Hence, the destination observes half of the coded symbols 

Figure 2.10: Cooperative system. 

yuj(t) = hij (t) y/E^jXi{t) + Zj(t), (2.24) 
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Figure 2.11: Time-division channel allocations, (a) Orthogonal direct transmission, 
(b) Orthogonal cooperative diversity transmission. 

through the Si destination link, the remaining half through the S2 destination link. 

These links were assumed to have independent quasi-static fading, leading to an 

overall block-fading channel from the perspective of the destination. This provides 

additional diversity, obtained through the partner's link toward the destination. 

If S2 cannot receive the source's information correctly, using one bit of information, 

it notifies Si that, there was a failure in decoding, and Si continues transmission. As 

far as the destination is concerned, it does not, matter whether the second segment, of 

coded bits comes from Si or its partner. It, is assumed that, the destination estimates 

the channel attenuation every N/2 symbols, hence, the decoding algorithm remains 

unchanged. Note that by coded cooperation, Si does not decrease its information 

rate. Finally, Si and S2 change roles for the time slot, of S2. Since the inter-user 

channel from Si to S2 has the same average quality with S2 to Si channel, with 

cooperation, both nodes continue to meet, their individual average power constraints. 

Simulation Resul ts 

Here, we present our simulation results for Schemes I, II that, are related to our 

work. In all of these results, we assume that, the cooperative node operates in the 

DF mode. For simplicity, BPSK modulation is assumed. The different, subchannels 

between the source, relay, and destination are assumed to be independent flat Rayleigh 

fading channels. Also, we consider a quasi-static fading channel where the channel 

coefficients are fixed for the duration of the frame and change independently from 

one frame to another. In all simulations, the transmitted frame size is equal to 130 



coded bits, and equal transmitted energies in both schemes for the different links is 

considered, i.e., 7 1 0 = 7 2 0 = Eb/N0 but from user to destination node, 7 1 2 = 72.1, 

can be different. 

The convolutional code used is of constraint length four and generator polynomials 

(13,15,15,17)octai [44]. When the relay cooperates with the source node, the source 

transmits the codewords corresponding to rate 1/2, (13,15)„cfa( convolutional code 

to the relay and destination nodes in the first frame. The relay node receives this 

codeword and decoding is performed to obtain an estimate of the source information 

bits. In the second frame, both the relay and source nodes transmit the codewords 

corresponding to rate 1/2, (15,17)octai convolutional code to the destination node. 

Figure 2.12 shows a comparison of the B E R performance of Schemes I and II for 

one relay channel operating in the DF mode when the effect of channel errors at 

relay is considered (i.e., j l 2 — j 2 1 = 8 dB). We also include in the same figure the 

performance of these schemes with perfect detection at the relay. To maintain the 

same average power, the source and relay nodes divide their power according to the 

ratio 1/2. As shown from these results, the performance of Scheme II is 0.5 dB better 

than Scheme I. The 0.5-dB penalty incurred is due to the use of RCPC code. Also, 

the diversity gain achieved using one relay is evident from these results. 

2 o 3 A n t e n n a / R e l a y S e l e c t i o n 

Antenna selection has been considered before for centralized MIMO systems where it 

was shown that, impressive diversity and coding gains can be achieved [45]—[49]. The 

idea behind antenna selection is to use only a subset, of the available antennas. The 

consequence of this is that, while taking advantage of the benefits of the available 

antennas, the number of RF chains is reduced to the number of selected antennas, 

which results in complexity reduction, A natural extension of antenna selection is 

relay selection, whereby the relay that, enjoys the best reliability is selected. To 

accomplish this, the source will have to know the reliability of the available nodes 

through some feedback to decide on what, relay to use for relaying. It is also possible 

to select multiple relays for cooperation. 
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Figure 2.12: BER comparisons for Schemes I, II in the DF mode with error-free 
detection at relay node, and 7i.2 = 721 8 dB with relay errors. 

In [45], the authors studied the impact of antenna selection at the receiver on 

the diversity order and coding gain provided by the underlying STC. It was shown 

that, for full-rank STTC codes and quasi-static fading channels, the diversity order 

of the underlying STTC code is maintained. A comprehensive performance analysis 

of STBCs with receive antenna selection was presented in [46]. They showed that 

the diversity order with antenna selection is maintained as that of the full complexity 

system. The performance of a serial concatenated scheme comprising a convolutional 

code and a STBC separated by an interleaver was studied in [47]. They showed that 

the use of antenna selection at the receiver side only effects the SNR coding gain, but 

not the overall diversity order. This phenomena was evident for both the fast and 

block flat, fading channel models. 

In [48], algorithms for exact channel knowledge and statistical channel knowledge 

selection with the antenna sets selected to minimize the probability of error were 

presented. They showed that when exact channel knowledge is available, the selection 
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algorithm chooses the antenna subsets that minimizes the instantaneous probability 

of error and maximizes the SNR. The combination of transmit antenna selection with 

STBC scheme was considered in [49]. They showed that if all the transmit antenna 

were used, then this scheme achieves a full diversity order with simple decoding 

complexity. 

In Chapter 4, we consider antenna/relay selection for coded cooperative networks 

in an effort to improve their end-to-end performance by improving the detection 

reliability at the relay nodes. Considering DF and AF relaying, we analyze the impact 

of antenna/relay selection on the performance of cooperative networks in conjunction 

with the distributed coding scheme introduced in Chapter 3. Specifically, we derive 

upper bounded expressions for the bit error rate assuming A/-PSK transmission. Our 

analytical results show that the maximum diversity order of the system is maintained 

for the entire range of BER of interest, unlike the case without antenna/relay selection. 

Several numerical and simulation results are presented to demonstrate the efficacy of 

the proposed scheme. 

2.4 Channel Estimation 

Coherent reception requires the receiver to acquire channel knowledge to compensate 

for the channel induced distortions. The process of acquiring the channel knowledge 

is called channel estimation and is an integral part of most communication systems. 

Apart, from the knowledge of channel statistics, the channel estimator also requires 

knowledge of the instantaneous channel values to track the channel fading and com-

pensate it. Typically, known symbols called "pilot," symbols are multiplexed along 

with the data to aid the receiver in channel estimation [50] — [58]. 

STC modulation with multiple transmit and/or multiple receive antennas and 

orthogonal pilot, sequence insertion was proposed in [50]. In this scheme, the trans-

mitter inserts periodic orthogonal pilot sequences in each one of the simultaneously 

transmitted blocks. Each block is then pulse-shaped and transmitted from a different 

antenna. Since the signal at, each receive antenna is a linear superposition of the trans-

mitted signals, the receiver uses orthogonal pilot sequences to estimate the different 



fading channels. The receiver then uses an appropriately designed interpolation filter 

to interpolate those estimates and obtain accurate CSI. The problem of training se-

quence design for multiple-antenna transmissions over quasi-static frequency-selective 

channels was addressed in [51]. In [51] various methods to identify good training se-

quences for systems employing multiple transmit antennas over frequency-selective 

channels were studied. 

In [52], multiple-antenna, wireless communication links with training-based schemes 

were addressed. They showed that if optimization over the training and data powers 

is allowed, then the optimal number of training symbols is always equal to the num-

ber of transmit antennas. They also showed that if the training and data powers are 

instead required to be equal, then the optimal number of symbols can be larger than 

the number of antennas. In [53], the authors proposed linear dispersion space-time 

codes in wireless relay networks. It was shown that the source and relay nodes do not 

have any channel information but. the destination has knowledge of both the source 

to relay channel and relay to the destination channel. 

In [54], it is assumed that, the relays do not, have any channel information, while 

the destination has only a partial-channel knowledge, by which mean that, destination 

knows only the relay-to-destination channel. In [55], the authors considered pilot, 

symbol aided channel estimation for AF relay based cooperation diversity systems. 

They investigated the impact of the underlying channel on the pilot insertion strategy 

and estimator design. In [56], a proposed coherent, distributed space-time coding in 

AF relay networks using training and channel estimation scheme was proposed. It 

was shown that the relay nodes do not. perform any channel estimation using the 

training symbols transmitted by the source but, instead simply amplify and forward 

the received training symbols. 

The training based channel estimation for AF based relay networks was proposed 

in [57]. The overall channel from source to destination is estimated at the destina-

tion only while the relays amplify and retransmit the information t.o the destination. 

In [57], both the least, square (LS) and the minimum mean square error (MMSE) 

channel estimation approaches were considered. In [58], a differential transmission 
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scheme for wireless relay networks using the ideas of distributed space-time coding 

and differential space-time coding was proposed. The authors showed that compared 

to coherent distributed space-time coding, distributed differential space-time coding 

performs 3 dB worse. 

In the above works [53] —[57], it has been shown that the source and relay nodes 

do not have any channel information but the destination has a full/partial channel 

knowledge. Also the proposed schemes assumed AF relaying but not DF relaying. 

To this end, we will show in Chapter 5 that the source, relay, and destination nodes 

do not have any channel information. So in Chapter 5 we propose to use the same 

coding scheme introduced in Chapter 3 with an imperfect channel estimation and 

distributed space-time coding cooperation using Alamouti scheme. 

2.5 Conclusions 

We have presented a review of existing works in the literature that are relevant to 

our work. We have discussed in detail the most common three protocols that have 

been previously proposed. We have also presented some simulation results comparing 

the performance of these three protocols. Simulation results showed that, Protocol 

II is better than Protocols I, III. However, as shown earlier, it should be noted that, 

Protocol II has half the spectral efficiency of Protocols I and III. It was clear from the 

simulation results that, diversity degrades significantly when the relay nodes operate 

in the DF mode. This suggests that, one may need to consider employing channel 

coding schemes suitable for multi-relay channels to preserve diversity. For the rest of 

this thesis, we will be proposing distributed coded cooperation scheme using Protocol 

I with L relays. 
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Chapter 3 

Convolutional-Based Distributed 

Coded Cooperation for Relay 

Channels 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider a distributed coded cooperation scheme where the source 

and relays share their antennas to create a virtual transmit array to transmit towards 

their destination. While the relays may use several forwarding strategies, including 

AF and DF, we focus on coded DF relaying. It is assumed that the source is equipped 

with two encoders, where the output of the first encoder is referred to as the first 

frame (of length Ni bits) and the output of the second encoder is referred to as the 

second frame (of length N2 bits). Each relay is equipped with an encoder similar to 

the second encoder at the source. The cooperation scheme under consideration may 

be summarized as follows. In the first phase, using the first encoder, the source node 

sends the first frame to the relays and destination node. If a relay successfully decodes 

the received frame, i.e., the corresponding CRC checks, then the relay encodes the 

message before transmission. Otherwise, that relay keeps silent. In the second phase, 

the source and relay nodes (whose CRCs check) transmit the second frame on orthog-

onal channels (e.g., TDM A, CDMA, or FDMA) to the destination, and the received 
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replicas are combined using maximal-ratio combiner (MRC). The information bits 

are detected via a Viterbi decoder for the two frames (N = jVj + jV2 bits). Assuming 

M-PSK transmission, we analyze the performance of the above distributed coded 

cooperation scheme and show that it achieves large coding gain and full diversity 

relative to the coded non-cooperative case. We remark that perfect synchronization 

is assumed, as is the case in most papers published on this topic. 

3.2 Proposed Coding Scheme 

The model of the proposed convolutional encoded transmission system is shown in 

Figure 3.1. In this model, instead of using a centralized convolutionally coded system 

at the source node, one can design a distributed coding scheme at both the source and 

relay nodes where the encoding process is divided over two frame transmissions. To 

improve the overall performance through diversity, the coded cooperation operates by 

sending two codewords via L + 1 independent fading paths, where L is the number of 

relay nodes that, can be used for cooperation. In what, follows, we denote the source, 

rath relay, destination nodes by S, Rm. and D. respectively. Consider the relay-

channels shown in Figure 3.2 where data is sent, from S to D with the assistance of Rm. 

All nodes are equipped with single antenna transmitters and receivers. Throughout 

the thesis, we assume that, a node cannot transmit and receive simultaneously. 

Let, b — [6], • • •, bx] be the information sequence at, the input, of the convolu-

tional encoder at, the source, and let, C = [ci, c 2 , . . . . cw] be the corresponding code-

word. The coded bits are then mapped into a modulated signal x = [xj, x 2 , . . . , xn], 

the code rate in this case is Rc — K/n, where n = M • M is the constellation size. 

According to our coding scheme, codeword C is partitioned into two sub-codewords, 

namely, Cj and C2, of lengths Ni and N2, respectively, where Ni + N2 = N. Hence, 

the modulated signal x is partitioned into two modulated signals, namely, xj and x-2, 

of lengths r?a and n2, respectively, where nj + n2 = n. 

In the first, phase, the source broadcasts the first frame to the relays and destina-

tion node using convolutional encoder / with rate /?C] = K/nj. If the relays correctly 
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Convolutional Encoder I 
with rate 

Kc, = K In, 

Frame 1 transmitted by 
s - > R „ , D 

Frame 2 transmitted by 
s.R, - > D 

Convolutional Encoder II 
with rate 

/;,.. = K In, 

Figure 3.1: Convolutional code designed for distributed coded cooperation. 

Source Node Destination Node 

Figure 3.2: Proposed distributed coded cooperation scheme. 

decode the message they received from the source, they re-encode it with convolu-

tional encoder II with rate RC2 ~ K/riz. In the second phase, the source and those 

relays whose CRC checks transmit the second frame to the destination. The received 

copies of the second frame are combined using MRC and the information bits are 

detected via a Viterbi decoder based on the two frames Ar = NX + N2. We assume 

that all sub-channels are independent, orthogonal, and quasi-static fading. We con-

sider two different, convolutional codes, whose generator polynomials in octal form 

are generally given by (cj, c2, c3, c4)octa/. In this context, it, is implied that encoder / 

employs (cj.C2)0cta/ and encoder I I employs (C3,cA)octoi. 
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During the first frame transmission, the signals received at the relay and the 

destination nodes at time t are given by 

rsnjt) = y/RdEsruhsRnitMt) + nSRm(t), (3-1) 

(3.2) ' " s d ( 0 = \ZRClEsDhsD(t)x(t) + nSD{t), 

where x(t) is the output of the source modulator at time slot t (t = 1, 2 . . . . . nj) , 

m — 1,2,.... L, L is the number of relay channels, hsRm(t) and hso(t) are modeled 

as complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit variance, representing the 

fading channels from S to RM and from S to D. ESR„, and E$D are the transmitted 

signal energies for the corresponding link, nsR,„(t) and nsnit) represent the complex 

AWGN on the S — R,N and S — D links, respectively, with zero mean and one-

dimensional variance N0/2. 

Now let L' denote the number of relays used for cooperation in the second phase, 

i.e., they decode the received message correctly. Accordingly, the received signals at 

the destination node at time t are given by 

where x(t) is the output of the relay modulators at time slot t (t = nj + 1, + 

2 , . . . , ni + n2), m — 1,2,..., L', hRmD(t) is the complex fading coefficient of the 

R,n-D link, ERinD is the transmitted signal energy for the R,n-D link, nRin D(t) is the 

AWGN with zero mean and variance N0, 1/(1/ + 1) is a ratio used to maintain the 

same average power in the second frame. For example, when L' = 0, the relay nodes 

do not transmit. That is, the relay nodes transmit with energy ERniD/(L' + 1) and 

the source node transmits with energy ESD/{L' + 1)- Note that, the coefficients in 

(3.3) and (3.4) are functions of L', which assumes that, power control is used. In the 

absence of power control, L' is replaced by L and consequently the results obtained 

will serve as upper bounds. However, at sufficiently high SNR. the difference will be 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 
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small. 

In the following analysis, we consider the performance of our coding scheme 

over slow fading channels where the fading coefficients remain constant, over the 

transmission of each frame interval, (i.e., hsRrn(t) = hSR,ri, hsoit) = h-sD> a n d 

hRmD(t) = hRmD). 

3.3 Upper Bounds on the Probability of Bit Error 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme for L-relay 

channels in terms of the average BER at the destination. In our analysis, we consider 

A/-PSK modulation. We first, consider error-free recovery at, the relays. Note that 

this assumption is optimistic and can only be justified under special conditions (i.e., 

high SNR or unfaded channel between the source and relays), however, it, can serve as 

a lower bound on the BER performance. Then we consider the effect, of channel errors 

at, the relays. Only those relays who correctly decode the message they received from 

the source node using CRC code, re-encode it with a different code and send it to the 

destination node, which is more realistic to apply. The instantaneous received SNR 

for noncooperative transmission from S to D. jn{t) ~ 2 / ? c : ^ 2 |/isd(£)|2 = 2Rc-)SD{t), 

and the average SNR *jD{t) = 2 R C ^ E = 2 f t T s c W -

The end-to-end conditional pairwise error probability for a coded system is the 

probability of detecting an erroneous codeword x = [x j ,x2, . . . , x;t] when in fact 

x = [xj, X2, . . . , xn] is transmitted. Therefore, for noncooperative transmission, the 

conditional pairwise error probability from S to D is given by 

P(x - x b , . ^ ) ) = Q ^29PSK£EsD^\hSD{t)\^ = Q 

(3.5) 

where gpsi< — sin2(7r/A/), Q(-) is the Gaussian Q-function. is the set of all t for 

which x(t) x(t), the cardinality of rj is equal to the Hamming distance d between 

codewords x and x, 7sd(0 — ^f22 |%d(0|2: anc^ ^ c o c ' e raf"'e- Under slow 



fading, hso(t) = hsD for all t and consequently (3.5) can be written as 

P(d\l'sD) = Q (V29PSKRcdlsD) (3.6) 

In what follows, we derive an upper bound on the probability of bit error for the 

coded L-relay channels. 

3.3.1 Distributed Coded Cooperation with Error-Free Re-

lays 

Under the assumption of free errors at the relay nodes, the instantaneous received 

SNR for the channel from S to D for the first frame is given by 

and the instantaneous received SNR for the channels from S to D and Rm to D for 

the second frame is given by 

frame, the relay and source nodes split their powers according to the ratio 1/ (L + 1). 

When the fading coefficients Jisd, and k R m D are constant over the codeword, the 

conditional pairwise error probability is given by 

lD{t) = 2RClE^\hSD{t)\2 = 2RCllSD{t), t = l , 2 , . . . , n 1 ; (3.7) 

(3.8) 

where 7RrnD{t) = ° |/i/^,„_d(<)|2. T o maintain the same average power in the second 

P(d\lSD;lRiD, • • • ,7R,.D) = 

(3.9) 
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where T]{ is equal to the Hamming distance dl for the two frames, i = 1,2, and 

d\ + d2 = d. 

Using Craig's formula for Q{x) [59] 

Q(x) = - f exp M. (3.10) 
7t J \ 2 sin 6 J 

o 

we can rewrite (3.9) as 

(M-\)n/M 

P{d\"I'SD,LRID, • • • ,1'R,.D) — - J exp r~2 
\ sin 

o 
L 

GPSK (^RCLDI + P^JY) 7SD 

m—1 N x ' ' 

The average pairwise error probability is then given by 

(M-\)K/MOO / ( V , , RC2D2\ 
-9PSK [RcA + ( ITT) )1SD I F F -9PSK I -RTCL«I -1- (XTY) \ JSD \ 

p(d) = - / / e x P I s i n 2 Q I P-)sB(TSD)djSD 
0 0 \ / 

•n (/«p('ffiffir)* * (312) 

where p1(7) - = exp( —= ) is a chi-square probability density function (PDF), and 7 

is the average SNR per information bit. 

Given the moment generating function (MGF) of 7 [60] 

00 

ifcy(-s) = / exp(-s7)p7(7)d7 = _ . (3.13) 
J 1 + 5 r 
0 

one can show that, (3.12) can be expressed as 

( A / - 1 W J W / / p , R ^ N ^ 1 

f / 5.PSA' (-n-c, « i + (X+i) J fSD 

J 1 sin2 8 m = ^ 

0 
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where 7 = ^ E [|hSD|2], and 7fl,„D = ^ j f E [\hRmD\2] are the average SNRs. If 

we assume 7 5 D , and jR mD be large, then (3.14) can be written as 

L (M-l)*/M 

• n {I^DY1 \ [ (Bin e)2L+2de, (3.15) 
m=i ' 0 

which suggests that the diversity order achieved is L + 1 when the channels from S to 

the L relays are error-free. Having obtained the pairwise error probability in (3.15), 

the BER probability can be upper bounded assuming Gray mapping as [60] 

1 1 00 

c d=df 

where kc is the number of information bits encoded into a trellis transition, c(d) is the 

sum of bit errors for error events of distance d, and dj is the free Hamming distance 

of the code. 

3.3.2 Distributed Coded Cooperation with Errors at Relays 

In this section, we consider the more realistic case in which some of the relays may 

fail to correctly decode the message they received from the source, that is, when their 

CRC does not check. Obviously, the number of cooperating relays ranges from zero 

to L. Let 0 denote the set of indices of the cooperating relays, i.e., 

n = {ji,j2,...,jL>] C { 1 , 2 , . . . , L). (3.17) 

Note that the cardinality of Q is L'. 

Assuming that JSD, 75/?,,..., 7SR, , 7jj,d, . . . , 7R, D are all mutually independent, 

the expression for the conditional pairwise error probability can be decomposed into 
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three parts. The first part corresponds to the case of no cooperation; the second part 

corresponds to the case when some of the relays cooperate (L' of them); and the third 

part corresponds to the case of error-free relaying, i.e., all relays cooperate. As such, 

the conditional pairwise error probability can be expressed as 

P(d\lSD,lSR,, • • •, 1SR,., 7*1 d, • • • 7 1RlD) = Q (\/29PSK {Rc^h + RC2d2) JSD) 
L 

• II Q (VZQpskRcAISR,,,) 
m= 1 

L — l 

+ E E 
u=i n 

n Q (\J29PSkRcAJSR,) n i1 ~ Q (\JtyPSK Rci diJSRj 
ien 

•Q 2op.SK I Rcid\ + j j j 
R.c 

I I (* - Q (V^gpsKRcA-ysR 

7SD + (lf+ l / 2 E j 

m=l 

A 
2gpSK I ( RcA + 7 T ^ d 2 ) TSD + J2 7 f t , (L + l ) (L+l) D 

771=1 
(3.18) 

Now, using (3.10), (3.18) can then be written with the help of [60] as 

(M-1)tt/M 

P{d\lSD,lSRn • • • ,7SR;.)7KiD>- • • ,7Ri.d) = 
1 

•exp 

•d.en 

-gpsK (Rcj di + RC2d2) jSD 

sin 

o 
(M-\)IT/M 

d O f l l f expl 
m=l ^ \ 

( -gpsh-Rci dijsn„, \ 
sin2 

L—l 

v=i a 

(M-l)it/M 

n f / 
m \ i 

e x P | - g p S K R c 2 ^ 1 S R > ' ) d e : 
sin 

•n 1 (M-l)it/M 

exp -gPSKRa dlJSRj 
sm 

(M-1)tt/M 

dOi : / 
-gpsK^cA + xu^dqjisD \ ( -gPSKRC2d2 ^ , 

•eXP I I e XP I /r> . ^ sm (L' + l )s in 2 0 jen 
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{M-l)ir/M 

+n ' 
Til— 1 

• exp 

exp -9PSKRci dijsR, 
(M-l)ir/M 

sin l)d9m)l 1 

'-GPSK {RCA + JTV^) 7 S P \ ( -GPSKRC2D2 ^ ^ 7FL 

) e X P ( ( L + l ) s i n 2 f l g 7 * ' " P ) cW- ( 3 " 1 9 ) 

Assuming 7 S R , ryRrriD, and 7 S D to be large and using the results of Appendix A. 

the average pairwise error probability can be simplified to 

- 2 _ - 1 

, { l S D ] ~ Z J sin2 Odd (RCid! + RC2d2) 7T 

n 
772=1 

L~ 1 

+EE 
L'=1 n 

( ^ i / ) fej 1 
_ j (M-\)ir/M 

Rci dl 

I 

\ / Sill2 drnddr, 

n ( s i n j j ) ' ( j s f l . ) 

V 
Rc.di 

( M - 1 ) t t / M \ 

sin2 Ojddj 
0 

(A/-1)tt/M 
n i l 1 1 /• 
1 1 1 ft^i * ./ 

\ 

jesi 

(M-l)it/M 

sin djdOj ISD) 

s i n 2 0 j ] 
0. 

L / / - „ \-2 

( s i n + 1) ( 7 ^ ) " 

RC2d2 

_j (M-1K/M 

/ 
\ 

• sm d0 

/ 

n L ( s i n i i ) ( ^ J 1 f 
M *** - I 

sin 9md9n 
(sin§) -2L—2 

n = l \ 

L + l 
Rc,/i2 ' ( ^ r ' r K ^ r 1 

m—1 

(M-1)tt/M 

i | (sin0)2L+2d0. 
0 

{RcA + 

(3.20) 

When 7S i ? is very large (i.e.. 75^,n —> 00), all the relays will have perfect detec-

tion, and thus (3.20) will be the same as (3.15). This is true since the first two terms 

of (3.20) go to zero. However, it should be noted that when 7 S R r i is very small, there 

will be a loss in diversity but the system still offers large coding gains relative to the 

non-cooperative case. By substituting (3.20) into (3.16), one can obtain an upper 

bound for the probability of bit error. 
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3.4 Outage Probability Analysis 

The outage probability. Povt, is another standard performance criterion for systems 

operating over slow fading channels [61]. With quasi-static fading, the elements of the 

sequence {7 } of block SNRs are exponentially independent and identically distributed 

(i.i.d.) with average SNR 7. We assume that each codeword is divided into two sub-

codewords which may not be of equal length. We denote by fi the fraction of time 

that the source transmits in the first, frame and by (1 — p) the fraction of time that 

the relays and source transmit in the second frame. During the first, frame, the source 

transmits with rate RCl = Rc/!3 code, while during the second frame, the source and 

relays transmit, with rate RC2 -- Rc/( 1 - p) code, where the ratio ,8 (0 < /? < 1). 

Therefore, in this section, we derive the outage probability of the proposed scheme 

for L-relay channels. 

First, let, us consider noncooperative direct, transmission between the source and 

destination. During this transmission, the instantaneous capacity C'(jsd) = log2(l + 

7SD) [27]- If a rate Rc code is used, then the channel will be in outage whenever 

C(7sr>) < Rc, where {C^'sd ) < Rc} is called the outage event. The outage prob-

ability is found by integrating the PDF of 7sd over the outage event region, that 

is 

2 « r _ ! 

Pov1 = Pr (C(75o) < Rc} = Pr{7.so < 2*' - 1} = j PlSD(lsD)djsD 
0 

= I J— exp ( ^ ^ d-isD = 1 - exp ( 1 _ 2 . (3.21) 
J LSD V 7S D } \ ISD J 0 

In what follows, we derive the outage probability for both error-free and erroneous 

detection at the relays. 
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3.4.1 Distributed Coded Cooperation with Error-Free Re-

lays 

If we consider ideal source-relay links, i.e., no errors at the relays, then the destination 

node will receive a transmission from source and relays. Thus, outage occurs whenever 

C{-ysD,iRmD) < Rc, (3.22) 

where 

C{ISD, 1R,„D) = log2 

(1-/3)' 
/I j / 1 _L 7SP , \ ^ 7R,nD (1 + 7SD) (L + 7 7 - T ^ + 2 ^ 7 T T T (3.23) 

The outage probability, POUT, can then be evaluated over the outage region in (3.23) 

as 

POUI = Pr { (1 + 1 s d ) 8 1 + 1SD 
(1-/3) 

7RrnD 
( L + l) ^ ( L + l) < 2 Rc (3.24) 

Since 7sn- 7i?,,D in (3-24) are always greater than or equal zero, then 

7SD < (2Hr — l) (L -I- 1) = yli, 

7 R,nD < (L + l ) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

where M = 1 , 2 , . . . , L. 

Now using (3.25) and (3.26) in (3.24), the outage probability is given by 

Paul. — = / = r - exp ( ) djsD 
J LSD \ LSD / 

i L ' exp ( - t ^ n d'R„o n 
L - fold 
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= 1 - exp — 
L ( A2 

" ^ M \ T T I f 1 ( -iRrnD . , exp — ) (hRrriD 
l S D / J ^ \ J lRmD \ lRmD 

= ( 1 - exp I 
fSD 

m a 
) n ( ' - ' ( f (3.27) 

To show the diversity in (3.27), we consider Taylor series expansion of exp(x). In 

particular, we consider the first two terms of this expansion. As such, POUT. can be 

approximated as 

PM 
A> n AO 

7SD M=I \7R„,D, 

(2*- -1) (l+i) [ ( 2 ( ^ ) - 1 ) ( L + i ^ ^ r 1 f l w 1 -
ni — 1 

(3.28) 

which suggests that the diversity order is L + 1 when the channel from S to R,n is 

error-free. 

3.4.2 Distributed Coded Cooperation with Errors at the Re-

lays 

When a relay is successful in decoding the received message, then that relay will not be 

in outage, which translates into the following event: C(JSR,„) — /51og2(l+7si?„,) > RC-

Otherwise, the relay will be in outage. Thus, we can write the end-to-end outage 

probability at the destination given the two phases of transmission as 

POUT = P r { ( 1 + 1SDF (1 + 7 S D F ~ 0 ) < 2N' | J ] P r { 1 S R m < 2 ? - 1 
?n=l 

L—L 

+ E E 
L'=i n 

Pr |I'SRj < 2 T 
HO. " jen 

7SR., • 2 •• 1 

Pr<((l+7s-z))'3(l + 7 7 7 1 
( L ' + l ) 

- \ 1 1 
ISD + ^^ 7R:ID <2-jen / J-
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+n >2*-1 
m= 1 

(L + l ) 
lSD + ^ lRmD 

n= 1 

(1-/?) 
< 2 ft (3.29) 

Note that the first term in (3.29) corresponds to the case when all relays are in outage; 

the second term corresponds to the case when some of the relays are in outage; and 

the third term corresponds to the case when non of the relays are in outage. It should 

be clear here that in all three cases the destination is in outage. 

The expression in (3.29) can be written in a more compact form as 

Pout = h J | [ 1 - exp 
in— 1 

' lie " 
1 — 

"*SR„ 

L—l 

+ E E 
L'=i n 

J J { 1 - exp 

lie 
1 - 2^* 

r i e x p , 
jen V "ISRi 

h ( j ) + h n e x p 
771=1 

m \ 
' >ic 

1 - 2 T 

7sft„ 

where /2, /2 (j), I3, using Appendix A. are given by 

Ik, 
1 - 2 " 

7 SRj 

(3.30) 

h 

h ( j ) 

1 — exp 

1 — exp 

( I z ^ l ) 

7 SD ) ' 

/(l — 2Rr) (L' + I)' 
I SD 

h = 

1 — exp 

1 — exp 

( i - 2 ( ^ ) ) (v+iy 

jen \ \ ,RiD 

' (1-2R<){L + 1) 

lSD 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

Upon applying Taylor series expansion of exp(a;), and considering only the first 
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two terms of this expansion, the outage probability in (3.30) is given by 

Pout « (2*» - 1) ( 2 t - l ) L f [ ( ^ J - 1 -1 

771=1 771=1 

+ 

• ( 2 * - 1) (L + 1) ( ( 2 ( 3 0 _ i ) {L + 1 ) ) " (7 S D ) " 1 f l ( ^ y 1 . (3.34) - l 

Similar to the argument used for (3.20), when 7 S R are very large, (3.34) reduces 

to (3.28), which proves that the diversity is L + \ with perfect detection at the relays. 

When 7 S R n are very small, however, the diversity gain diminishes and the system 

will only offer SNR gains relative to the noncooperative case. 

3.5 Simulation Results 

In our simulations, we assume that the relay nodes operate in the DF mode. For sim-

plicity, BPSK and quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulations are assumed. 

The different sub-channels between the source, relays and destination are assumed 

to be independent flat Rayleigh fading channels. Also, we consider a quasi-static 

fading channel where the channel coefficients are fixed for the duration of the frame 

and change independently from one frame to another. In all simulations, otherwise 

mentioned, the transmitted frame size is equal to ?i, = n2 = 130 coded bits. 

The convolutional code used is of constraint length four and generator polynomials 

(13,15,15,17)oda; [44]. When the relays cooperate with the source node, the source 

transmits the codewords corresponding to rate 1/2, (13,15)oc(a; convolutional code 

to the relay and destination nodes in the first frame. The relay nodes receive this 

codeword and decoding is performed to obtain an estimate of the source information 

bits. In the second frame, the relay and source nodes transmit the codewords on 



Eb /N0 (dB) 

Figure 3.3: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER with error-free detection at 
relay node for different values of G ? m a x ; code (13,15,15,17)odo/ with RCl = RC2 = 0 .5. 

orthogonal channels corresponding to rate 1/2, (15,17)0ctai convolutional code to the 

destination node. 

In the analysis, we assume different SNRs between the source and the relay nodes, 

which is the most general case. This incorporates different network topologies and 

distances between the source and relay nodes. However, for simplicity, we assume 

in the simulations that the average SNRs for all sub-channels between the source 

and relay nodes are equal (75^ = 7SR2 = . . . = 7s/?, = 7 SR.): a n d all sub-channels 

between the relay and destination nodes are equal {JR^D - 1R2D = • • • — 1R,D = 

7RD)- Also we assume that the R — D and S — D channels have equal SNRs, i.e., 

7SD = 7RD = EB/N,0, but the S — R SNR, JSR, can be different. 

The union upper bounds on the average bit error probability of the proposed 

coding scheme operating in the error-free DF mode at relay node for different values 

of rfmax are shown in Figure 3.3. The code polynomials (13.15.15.17)or(n/ and the free 

distance of this code is dfree — 13. We also include in the figure, for comparison, the 

simulated BER results of the proposed coding scheme operating in the error-free DF 
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the simulated BER and analysis for the proposed coding 
scheme for L = 1,2 relay channels, and M = 2 (BPSK) with error-free detection at 
relay nodes. 

mode. 

Figure 3.4 shows a comparison of the simulated BER and the analysis in (3.15) and 

(3.16) for L = 1,2 relay channels, and M = 2 (BPSK) operating in the error-free DF 

mode at all relay nodes. In the figure, we include the performance of non-cooperative 

system as a reference. In non-cooperative case, the source uses convolutional code 

(13,15,15, n)octai of rate 1/4. As shown from these results, for SNR values as high 

as 10 dB, the analysis is quite tight when compared to simulated results. Also, the 

diversity gain achieved using different number of relays is evident from these results. 

Figure 3.5 shows the BER performance comparison of the proposed coding scheme 

and the schemes I, II in section 2.2 for both erroneous and error-free detection at the 

relays. In this figure, we assume L = 1 and M — 2 (BPSK). To maintain the same 

average power in the second frame, the source and relay nodes divide their power 

according to the ratio 1/ (L + 1) = 1/2. As shown in the figure, the performance of 

the proposed coding scheme is 3 dB better than the scheme II. The performance of 
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the scheme II is 0.5 dB better than the scheme I. The 0.5-dB penalty incurred is due 

to the use of RCPC code. 

Figure 3.5: The BER performance comparison of proposed coding scheme and the 
schemes I, II in section 2.2 for L — 1 relay, M = 2 (BPSK) with error-free detection 
at relay node, and j S R = 8 dB with relay errors. 

Intuitively, when the links between the source and relays are error-free, the sys-

tem mimics a MIMO system with L + 1 transmit antennas where full diversity is 

always achieved (assuming independent fading channels). On the contrary, when the 

transmissions from the source to the relays are subject to channel errors, the loss in 

diversity is mainly a function of 7ySR. This is clear from Figure 3.6, where we show 

the same performance plots as a function of 7 S R with equal transmit power from the 

relay and source nodes (i.e., in the second frame). The BER curve when the relay 

is error-free, having diversity order two, is also shown for comparison. The loss of 

diversity can be clearly observed when the relay is relatively far from the source, 

resulting in a low 7 S R . 

Figure 3.7 shows a comparison between the simulated and the BER upper bound 

corresponding to (3.16) and (3.20) for L = 2 relay channels, and M = 4 (QPSK) as 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER for slow Rayleigh fading. 
L = 1 (one relay), M — 2 (BPSK), and different 7 S f l with relay errors. 

a function of j S R with equal transmit power from the relay and source nodes (i.e., in 

the second frame). 

Figure 3.8 shows the outage probability in (3.28) for the proposed transmission 

scheme (see Figure 3.2) for L — 1,2,3 relay channels. In this figure, we consider 

error-free recovery at the relays. As shown, the diversity gain achieved using different 

number of relays is evident from these results. 

Figure 3.9 shows the outage probability in (3.28), as a function of the code rate 

represented by the parameter (3 for the case of error-free decoding at the relay. One 

can see that, larger coding gains can be obtained when a lower code rate is used as 

the second code than the first one (i.e. j5 < 0.5, jV2 > A*i). When decoding errors are 

considered at the relay, assigning higher code rate to the second code (i.e. 3 > 0.5. 

Ni > N2) results in a larger coding gain. 

Finally in Figure 3.10, we present the outage probability in (3.34) when the effect, 

of channel errors at the relay is considered. In this figure, we assume L — l (one 

relay), and j3 — 0.5. It is clear from this figure that as 7s/f gets larger, the performance 
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Eb/N0(dB) 

Figure 3.7: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER for slow Rayleigh fading, 
L = 2 (two relays), M = 4 (QPSK), and different jsfl with relay errors. 

Figure 3.8: Outage probability for slow Rayleigh fading for L = 1.2.3 relay channels 
with error-free detection at relay nodes. ^ S D = T/?£> = Eb/A'o-
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Figure 3.9: Outage probability for slow Rayleigh fading, L = 1 (one relay), and 
different code rates with error-free detection at the relay. 

Figure 3.10: Outage probability for slow Rayleigh fading, L = 1 (one relay), j3 = 0.5, 
and different with relay errors. 
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converges to the ideal error-free case. We noted that for j S R > 25 dB, the diversity 

order is approximately two. However, for j S R = 25 dB this diversity order is slightly 

reduced. Also when j S R decreases to 5 dB, the overall diversity order drops to one. 

3.6 Conclusions 

We have presented a distributed coded cooperation scheme using relay channels with 

DF relaying. Our proposed scheme was shown to be very effective in providing both 

diversity and coding gains. We illustrated the benefits of cooperative coding in provid-

ing diversity and coding gains through analysis and simulation results. We observed 

that for L-relay channels, if the SNR at the relays are sufficiently high, the underlaying 

coding scheme provides full diversity of L + 1. Different from other existing works, 

we have analytically demonstrated how to distribute the transmit power between 

source and relay nodes in order to minimize the average BER. Also, we investigated 

the outage probability of the achievable rate of the DF relay channels in a Rayleigh 

fading environment. Finally, we derived expressions for the BER upper bound and 

the outage probability in the case of error-free and erroneous relaying. 
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Chapter 4 

Antenna/Relay Selection for 

Coded Cooperative Networks 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we analyze the impact of antenna/relay selection on the performance 

of cooperative networks in conjunction with the distributed coding scheme introduced 

in Chapter 3. Of course, antenna/relay selection can be used with any other coding 

scheme and any relay configuration. For simplicity, we assume that there is a single 

relay that, is equipped with n.j.j antennas and only the best antenna is selected. The 

selection criterion is based on selecting the best source-relay subchannel (out, of the 

nR subchannels at the relay). The latter assumption is needed essentially to preserve 

the original structure of distributed MIMO systems where each relay node is assumed 

to be equipped with one antenna and one RF chain. For this scenario, assuming DF 

and AF relaying, we derive upper bounds on the BER for A/—PSK transmission. Our 

analytical results show that the proposed scheme achieves full diversity for the entire 

range of bit, error rate of interest, unlike the case without, antenna selection. 

As for relay selection, in terms of performance analysis, it, is exactly the same 

as the case for antenna selection provided that the receive antennas see independent 

fades. A main difference between the two cases is that, with relay selection, the 

relays need to feedback their reliabilities to the source to decide on what relay to 
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use, whereas this feedback is not required for antenna selection. On the other hand, 

with relay selection, the problem of spatial correlation that, arises from collocated 

antennas can be avoided when the relays are equipped with single antennas. One can 

also consider multiple antenna and multiple relay selection. 

4.2 System Model and Preliminaries 

The system model considered in this section is the same one considered in Chapter 

3 except that the relay node here is assumed to be equipped with antennas. As 

shown in Figure 4.1, for simplicity, there are three nodes: source, relay and destina-

tion. The transmitter is equipped with two recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) 

encoders, denoted by E\ and E2, whose rates are BCl — K/N\ and RC2 — K/N2, 

respectively, where K is the information sequence length, Ni is the codeword length 

at the output of £\, and N2 is the codeword length at the output, of E2. The in-

formation sequence b is encoded by E\, resulting in X]. Assuming M—PSK, Xi is 

then modulated, resulting in a modulated sequence, C 1 : denoted as Frame 1. The 

length of this sequence is n2 = N-l/\og2AI. Ci is then broadcasted from the source 

to the relay and destination nodes. At the relay, the signal corresponding to the best 

source-relay subchannel (out of the TIR received signals) is selected. 

4.2.1 D F Relaying 

The system model considered, depicted in Figure 4.1, is the same one considered 

in Chapter 3 except, that, the relay node here is assumed to be equipped with nR 

antennas. 

Therefore, the signals received at the relay and the destination nodes at time t, 

in the first frame, are respectively given by 

VSRjit) = VR<*ESRhsRj{t)s(t) + wSR:i{t), t = 1,2,..., j?i; j = 1,2, 

(4.1) 

ysoit) = y/Rc,EsDhsD(t)s(t) + wsD{t). t = l,2,...,n1. (4.2) 
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Figure 4.1: Distributed coded transmission scheme in the DF mode with receive 
antenna selection at the relay node. 

where s(t) is the output of the modulator of the source node at time t, hsRt (t) is the 

fading coefficient between the source transmit antenna and the j th receive antenna at 

the relay, hso{t) is the fading coefficient for the S —> D link, ESR and ESD represent 

the transmitted signal energies for the corresponding link, wsR^t) and u > s d ( 0 a r e 

AWGN samples with zero mean and variance No/2 per dimension, and RCl is the 

code rate of convolutional encoder I . 

In the second frame, If the relay correctly decodes the message it received from 

the source, the destination receives two versions of C2 , one directly from the source 

and the other from the relay. MRC combining is performed at the destination. In 

this case, the received signals at the destination node at time t are given by 

VRD{t) = y/Rc2aERDhRD(t)s(t) + wRD{t), t = ni + 1,71.! + 2 , . . . , nx + n2, (4.3) 

ysD{t) = ~ a)ESDhsD{t)s(t) + wSD{t), t = ni + 1,nx + 2 , . . . , + n,2, 

(4.4) 

where s(f) is the output of the modulator of the relay node at, time t, hRi>{t) is the 

fading coefficient, of the R— D link, ERD represents the transmitted signal energy for 

the R — D link, wRo{t) is an AWGN noise sample with zero mean and variance A'o/2 

per dimension, and 0 < a < 1 is the fraction of power transmitted from the relay 
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Figure 4.2: Distributed coded transmission scheme in the AF mode with receive 
antenna selection at the relay node. 

node during the second frame. For example, when o- — 0. the relay node does not 

transmit (no cooperation); whereas when a — 1. the source node does not transmit. 

That is the relay node transmits with energy aERo- and the source node transmits 

with energy (1 — a)E$D-

4.2.2 AF Relaying 

The system model for the AF mode is depicted in Figure 4.2. Let hsR{t) be a vector 

representing the fading coefficients between the source and the nR antennas at the 

relay node, that is, hS R(t) = [hsR{t),-h2SR(t):.... h'^(t)}. Also let h^{t) denote the 

fading coefficient in hsn(t) that, has the largest norm. As such, the signals received 

at, the destination and the relay (after antenna selection) during the first, frame are 

respectively given by 

VsR{t) = y/R«ESRh%%(t)s{t) + wsR{t), t - 1.2 « , . (4.5) 

VSD{t) = VRc,ESDhsD(t)s{t) + wSD(t), t - 1.2 (4.6) 

where s(t) is the output of the modulator of the source node at time t. 

In the second frame, the destination receives a copy of Frame 1 (i.e., a copy of 

C j ) from the relay after amplification, as well as Frame 2 directly from the source. 
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The latter frame is the output of E2, denoted as X 2 , after being modulated to result 

in a modulated sequence denoted by C 2 of length n2 = N2/ log2 M. These two frames 

are assumed to be transmitted on orthogonal subchannels. Thus, assuming negligible 

delay at the relay, the signals received at the destination during the second frame are 

then given by 

ysn{t) = y/R c2(l — Oi)EsDhsD{t)s{t) + U>SD{t), t — 7?.] + 1, 71] + 2, . . . , Til + n2, 

where AR£,(t) is the amplification factor at, the relay. One choice for the gain that we 

use in this thesis is [22] 

The two received copies of Cj are combined at, the receiver via MRC, and the re-

sulting frame is augmented with the received version of C2. The augmented codeword 

is then fed into a Viterbi decoder matched to both encoders at the source to recover 

the information bits. 

4.3 D F Relaying: Performance Analysis with Se-

lection 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the above scheme with antenna se-

lection in terms of the average BER at the destination. To derive a closed form 

expression for the upper bound 011 the pairwise error probability (PEP) with receive 

antenna selection at the relay node, we first consider the performance with perfect 

detection at the relay. We understand that, this is rather optimistic and can only 

be justified under special conditions (i.e.. high SNR or unfaded channel between the 

source and relay), but we use it here as a benchmark for the more realistic case. 

VRD{t) = ARD{t)hRD(t)ySR{t) + w R D ( t ) , t = 1 , 2 , . . . ,n j . (4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
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that is, with decoded errors at the relay. If a relay correctly decodes the message it 

received from the source node using CRC code, re-encode it with a different code and 

send it to the destination node, which is more realistic to apply. 

4.3.1 DF with Error-Free Relaying 

Under the assumption of error free reception at the relay node, the instantaneous 

received SNR for the channel from S to D for the first, frame is given by 

7 o(t) = 2RCl^\hSD(t)\2 

= 2RcnsD(t), t = l,2,...,ni, (4.10) 

and the instantaneous received SNR for the channels from S to D and R to D for 

the second frame is given by 

= 2RC2 ((1 - a)7S D { t ) + Q'7Ro(t)), i = ni -f 1, Jii + 2 , . . . , 7ii + n2, 

(4.11) 

where 7so{i) - |2; 7ad(0 = \hRD{t)\2. To maintain the same average 

power in the second frame, the relay and source nodes split, their powers according 

to the ratio a. 

When the fading coefficients h$D. and k R D are constant over the codeword, the 

conditional pairwise error probability is given by 

P{d\lsD, IRD) = Q (Y/2GPSK ([RcA + (1 - A)RC2d2)1SD + aRC2d2^RD)) , (4-12) 

where di and d2 are the Hamming distances corresponding to E\ and E2, respectively, 

where d= + d2. Using (3.10), we can rewrite (4.12) as 

D/n x 1 /' f-gpshiR^di + (1 - a)RC2d2)iSD\ 
P{dhsDr;RD) = - / exp - j -

ti j \ sin 9 J 
0 • 
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•exp ( - 9 P S K a R c A l R D y 0 ( 4 

The average PEP is then given by 

CO oo 

m - ; / 
-gpsK{RCldi + (l - o)Rc-2d2)iSD 

eXP I • 2 n sm' 
0 0 0 

•exp ( g p S h a R ^ d 2 l R D \ P l l i l ){ l R D)p l s n( 1 S D)d- i R DdisDde. (4.14) 
\ sin u j 

Using (3.13), one can show that (4.14) can be expressed as 

(M—L)IR/M _ ' 
P(D) 1 F (X . 9PSK{RCA + (1 - A)RC2D2HSP\ 

{ ' t: ./ V sin2 9 J 
o 

• ( l + 9 P S K a R f l 2 l R D Y dB, (4.15) 
\ sin 9 J 

where jSD = E [ l / ^ 2 ] , a n d 7 R D = ^ E [\hRD\2] are the average SNRs. 

Noting that, when the average SNRs 7 S D and ~iRD are relatively high, (4.15) can 

be approximated as 

P(d) « (sin " 4 {aRC2d^RDyx ([Rc, ^ + (1 - a ) ^ ] ^ ) " 1 ^ / sin4 9d9. 

(4.16) 

which suggests that, the diversity order achieved is two when the S — R is error-free. 

Having obtained the PEP in (4.16), the BER probability can be upper bounded using 

(3.16). 

4.3.2 DF with Relay Errors 

In this section, we consider the realistic scenario in which the relay may fail to cor-

rectly decode the message it received from the source, that, is, when it's CRC dose not 

check. As mentioned before, we assume that, the relay is equipped with nR antennas 

and only the best antenna is selected. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
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[44] 

1SR, (t) < JSR2 (*)<•••< 7s«„,; (t), (4.17) 

where 75^. (i) = ^ a n d j = 1 , 2 , . . . , Knowing that the largest number 

out of nR nonnegative numbers is always greater than or equal to the average of these 

nR numbers, we have [44] 

j nR 

nR * , 
3=1 

(4.18) 

Using (4.17) and (4.18), when the fading coefficients hsRj, h$D, and hRp> are 

constant over the codeword, the conditional PEP is given by 

PidhsDylRDHSRj) = 1 -Q 

•Q ( \ / 2gpsK ({Rc,di + ( 1 - a)RC2d2}jSD + aRc2d2-)RD)^j 

+Q ' ^9PSi<Rcid\ ^ » / • 

A nR 
Cldi + RC2d2]jsD 

3=1 

(4.19) 

Using (3.10), we can rewrite (4.19) as 

(M-L)*/M{M-L)N/M . N] 

\ 1 f f -gpsiiRctdi ST 1 
= ^ J J C X P 1 Sin's. 

0 0 \ J=1 / 
I A/-1 w/.w 

P{D\^'SD: JRD, ISRJ 

0 0 
(M-l)ir/M 

( —gpsK 
X P 1 sin" 02 

( M - l ) 
[Rcidi + RC2d2] 7szA + i j' 

sin e2 J it J 
0 0 

(-gpsKaRc2d2JRD^ f-GPSK [Rc.!di + (l - A)RC2d2} 7 S D \ ^ 

' e X P V s,n20 J e X P V ) 

~9PSJ< CTRC2 D2JRP \ 
(M-\)ti/M(M-\)T!/M 

' ' eXP 1 2 
-gpsxRc, di vA \ 

• 2 a > , exp nR sm u\ j 

• exp 

) u x •> ~ 

gpsi< [Rgdi + (1 - a)RC2d2] 75/A dQ d0 

sin2 92 I 1 2 

sin2 92 ) 

(4.20) 
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Using (3.13), the average PEP can then be expressed as 

(M—l)jr/M(M—l)jr/M 
n" ' +9PSKRc1dasR.,"-1 

nR sin2 61 / / 1K1 
0 0 

/ 9PSK [RcA + RC2d2] 750V1 d0idd2 + 1 ' ' f 
\ sin / 71 •[ 

C2 

sin2 6 ) \ 
(M—1)tt/M(M—1)TT/M 

* / / s o 0 0 J- 1 

(M-\)n/M 

1 / ffPSA" [-Rc^l + (1 ~ tt)-Rc2ck] 7SDA 
sin2 0 

(M-l)ir/M(M-l)n/M n _ _ 
/ 9PSKRC!diJsRj \ A , gpsi<aRc2d2lHDX 

.7 ./ V s m 2 7 V 1 + S 'n 2 

/ + + ( l - a : ) f i C 2 r i 2 ] 7 s o y 1 

2 f l , (4.21) 
sin tf2 

where 7 S R . = 1 | 2 | • If we assume 7 S D , 7 f i D , and j S R . = to be large, 

then (4.21) can be approximated as 

(M-l)Tr/M(M-l)n/M 

~ | y sin2"" ^ sin2 02^1^2 
0 0 

{M-l)w/M 

+ (sm^y\aRC2d2^RDy1({RcA + (l-a)RcMlSD)~l-l j sin4 M? 
0 

- ( s i ° i ? ) " 2 ™ " + < » -
(M-1)tt/M(M-1)TT/M 

•(aRC 2d2^R Dy l ^ j I sin2n;i 9\ sin4 92d9yd92. (4.22) 

By substituting (4.22) into (3.16), one can obtain an upper bound on the probability 

of bit error. 

If we assume 7 S £ ) = 7 R D — and jSR to be large, then P(d) in (4.22) is the 

same as P{d) given in (4.16), which proves that the diversity order is two. However, it 

should be noted that when 7SW is very small, many decoding errors will be seen at the 
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relay, leading to possible loss in diversity in the SNR range of interest. However, with 

antenna selection, the value of j S R below which the diversity is lost in much smaller 

than that without antenna selection, as will be demonstrated in the simulation results 

section. 

4.4 A F Relaying: Performance Analysis with Se-

lection 

As mentioned before, another relaying method is AF, which is a low-complexity al-

ternative to DF relaying. In this section, we derive the BER performance of the 

underlying system with antenna selection when the relay node operates in the AF 

mode. The received SNR for one relay node can be obtained by weighting the combi-

nation with the respective powers. From Figure 4.2, the instantaneous received SNR 

for the channels from S to D and R to D for the two frames are given by 

7z(t) = I^zp^)!2 + t = 1 , 2 , . . . 
aSD aSRD\t) 

(4.23) 

|2 RC2{ 1 - a)ESD 
7z(t) = | W f ) l 2 • < = + 1 , 7 1 1 + 2 , . . . , n , + n 2 , (4.24) 

aSD 

where o2SRD(t) = aRD + \ARD(t)hRD(t)\2 a2SR. In this case, substituting (4.9) in (4.23) 

leads to 

( f ) _ o { f t m , RcnsRxmc^iRD(t) \ ,Z(t) - 2 [RclisD{t) + ^ + R c i l f m + RciaiRD[t)) > i - 1 . 2 , . . . 

(4.25) 

where 7s* x (0 = B h " • A t h i S h S N R > ( 4 - 2 5 ) reduces to 

7 f f H Q a W * ) 
7 S T ( 0 + orfMt) 

lz(t) = 2 ( Rcr,SD(t) + ) • ' - ' - 2 . . . . , n , (4.26) 

Using (4.24) and (4.26), when the fading coefficients hsD• and 11rd are constant 
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over the codeword, the conditional PEP is then given by 

Q ^29pSk ([RcA + (1 - a)RC2d2] 1SD + RCid1 ) j 

= Q (\/2gPSK ([R c\ d\ + (1 — a)RC2d2\1SD + RCl d^sRD)} 

= Q (y/2gpsKlD) , (4.27) 

where 

7d = [RcA + (1 -a)RC2d2]lSD +RcAlsnD, and (4.28) 

= • (4.29) 

7SR + alRD 

Using the MGF-based approach, the average PEP is given by [59] 

(M-l)n/M P(d) = I J ^ -gpSK[RCldi + (1 - a)RC2d2} 
7swv sm24> o 

lTl (-gpsi<RCldi\ 
••HD d<t> 

\ sin (p J 
(M-l)n/M _ _][ 

j gpsi<[Rcid\ + (1 - a)RC2d2]7sd\ I J 7T J \ sm2 

o 

( - ^ Y 1 ) (4-30) \ sm <p ) 

In order to find P(d) in (4.30), one has to find a closed form expression for the MGF 

of 7SRD-

We define random variable (RV) Z as 

Z — Z\ -(- Z2 — - , (4.31) 
7SRD 

where Zj = , and Z2 = , and jR& are independent exponential RVs. 

Now, we recall some definitions that will be used later to evaluate (4.30). 

Definition 1 ( P D F and M G F of Zj = 1 / ^ ) : Let. h S R be a 1 x n R channel 
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matrix whose elements are i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with mean zero 

and unit variance. Then the PDF of Z\ = 1 /~y™rx can be evaluated with the help of 

[62] to yield 

PzM = " £ ; ^ h ~ l ) ( - 1 ) — e x p f - ^ ) Ufr), (4.32) 
^ 1SRZ\ \ * J \ LSRZL J 

and its MGF is given by 

oo 

, ( - s ) = j p Z l (z 1 )exp( -s^ 1 )^ i 

2nRyfs fnR - 1\ (-1)"*-1-* / 4s(nR - i)\ 

{ i V ^ T " • ( 4 3 3 ) 

where Ki{-) is the first order modified Bessel function of the second kind. 

Definition 2 ( P D F and M G F of Z2 -- l/a-yRD): Given an exponential RV 

JRD, the PDF of Z2 = \/OL^RO can be shown as 

PzM) = - = ^ - 2 e x P ) U(z2), (4.34) 

and its MGF is given by 

oo 

^z2{~s) = j pz2{z2)exp(-sz2)dz2 

" i f , , ^ . (4.35) 
V ALRD \\ALRD/ 

Definition 3 ( M G F , C D F , and P D F of 2): The MGF of Z = Zx + Z2, 

s), is given by 

^z(s) = 

Va7SR7RD I V «7RD J ~o \ 1 J VNR - i 
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•K, \4s(nR - i) 

ISR 
(4.36) 

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Z. Pz(~), can be shown with the help 

of [63] as 

Pz(z) = r 1 

= r 1 

s 

4 nR 
• \ nil—1 / i\ / i\nu—1—i 4s \ ^ fnR- ( - 1 ) 

VAL SRIRD 
KI 

ALRD 

14s(nR - ?) 
7 SR 

n-it-l 

i=0 

\nn-l-i 

i J y/nR - i 

2nR ^ ( n R - A H T _ e x p 

SRIRD ^ V * / VV-R ~ i 

(nR - i) 1 
7 SR Q7RD 

.Kl I fel 
\ 2 V a7SRIRD 

(4.37) 

where i 1 (•) denotes the inverse Laplace transform. 

Then, the PDF of Z, \oz{z), using Appendix B, is given by 

Pz{z) = 
1 n } 

n]t-1 

z3Y/ajSRIRD L=0 

(riR - ?:) 1 

\nit-l-i 

\/nR ~ 
exp i . n R - i ) + 1 

7 SR alRD 

7 SR alRD \zy al'SRl'RD / V alSRlRD 

\ - V a"fSR"fRD 
(4.38) 

where A_0(-) is the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the second kind. 

From the definition of the RV Z presented in (4.31), we note that JSRD — j<-

Then, the PDF of 7SRD, £W,;(7.s/?d)- is given by 

PisnohsRD) = Pz{z)z VS 111) 

27SRpriR "y friR - 1\ ( - 1 ) " " " ' " ' 
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•exp {nR - i) 1 
7 SR alRD] 

7 SRD 
{nR - i) 1 

7 SR alRD 

Kl L U 4 - ^ ) + ™ J M 
V V alSRl'RD / V a~)'SRlRD V V a7SRl'RD 

The MGF of 7SRD, using Appendix B, can be shown to be 

(4.39) 

OC 

/ 

4nr 

Val'SRl' 

NJJ-1 

E RD i = 0 

nR - 1\ ( - 1 ) v r c / j - l - z 

1 (nR-i) 1 
- - J i ( s , s ) + o 

i J y/nR - i 

(nR - i + 
1 

7 SR alRD\ 
/ 2 ( S ,M, (4 .40) 

where 

fi{s,i) = 
4 ({nR - i) + 1 + s + /4{nR - i) 

- 2 

alRD a1'SRl'RD 3 y 7 SR 

( + + s _ /-*tesz£) ) 
1 0 \ 7 . S - B alHD V " ISRTJIO / 

•i7 2 . - : - . , 2' 2' ((n„-i) (fcazil + _ j _ + + / ) 
V Ti-yy a7yy/J V a~isR~<RD J ) 

and (4.41) 

- 3 

3 y alsRlRD V 7 SR alRD 
/ 

•F 

\ 

3 •. . V lsK- alrn> V orysnhiD J 
' 2' 2 / («y;~») 1 1 I s , j 4{nn-i) \ 

V TSfl "T'yfo V a7sjfrnD J J 

alSRlRD/ \ 

(4.42) 

where F(-. •; •; •) is Gauss hypergeometric series. 

Substituting (4.40) in (4.30), and assuming that 7S D , JSR a r e relatively 

large, we can approximate (4.30) as 

P(d) « (9PSK[RCA + (1 - a)RC2d2}LSD) 
-1 4I(AI)nR 

ValSRl\ RD 
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y (nR-l\ (-IT"-1'* 

i=0 

l{-R J h(-9PSKRc1dul) + I alSRlRD 2 

(nR - i) 1 
7 SR alRD 

fii-gpsKRcdu^j > 

(4.43) 

where I{M) = I j(JW_1) ,r/M s jn2 ^ ^ ]\Tote that /(A/) is a constant, that, depends on 

the type of modulation M. By substituting (4.43) into (3.16), we can get, the upper 

bound. 

In the case = ^RD = jSR — Eb/N0, (4.43) simplifies to 

P{d) « {gPSiARcA + (1 - a)RC2d2})~ 
_! f Eb\~2 41 {M)nR 

N(i a 
nn-1 , i\ / i\" 

f n n ~ 1 \ 
-1 -i 

VriR i=0 v 

^F^W-H (-9PSKRCA,I) + -E, 
a\No> 

0 5 
_Ej> 
No 

(nR - i) + -
a h {-gpSKRddutfj , 

(4.44) 

which shows that, the diversity order is two. However, it, should be noted that, when 

is very small, there will be a loss in diversity but the system still offers large 

coding gains relative to the non-cooperative case. 

4=5 Relay Selection 

In the above analysis, we focused on antenna selection where we assumed only one 

relay node is present. A natural extension of antenna selection would be relay selec-

tion. That is, in case there are several relay nodes present in the network, one can 

use the best node(s) to relay the information to the destination. This alternative 

may be preferred over antenna selection since it may not, always be possible to mount 

multiple antennas on a. single relay node, especially for hand-held wireless devices. 
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From the relay selection point of view, another advantage is that one need not ac-

count for spatial correlation that may arise with collocated antennas. Furthermore, 

to accomplish relay selection, there should be some form of feedback from the relay 

nodes to the source to decide on which relay(s) to select, which is not a problem since 

such information is feedback anyway for other purposes. Further extension would be 

to perform joint antenna/relay selection. 

In terms of performance analysis, assuming perfect feedback information at the 

source, the analytical results obtained above apply to relay selection in a straight-

forward manner. Specifically, when there are L relays available and the best relay is 

selected, the same BER upper bounds derived above apply to relay selection with nR 

replaced by L. Another scenario where these results also apply is that when there are 

L relay nodes with a total of nR > L antennas mounted on all of the relays while only 

the best antenna is used. With a little bit of more work, one may also extend these 

results to the case of multiple relay selection in conjunction with antenna selection. 

4.6 Simulation Results 

In our simulations, we assume that all subchannels are independent and quasi-static 

fading. Only one relay node is assumed which can operate in the DF mode or AF 

mode. BPSK and QPSK modulations are used. In all simulations, the transmitted 

frame size is equal to r? 2 = ??2 = 130 coded bits. We also assume that the R — D and 

S — D channels have equal SNRs, i.e., 7yso = yRD = Eb/N0, but the S — R SNR, 

7SR- c a n b e different. We consider two different convolutional codes, whose generator 

polynomials in octal form are generally given by (ci,C2,C3,C4)ort„;. In our context, 

this implies that E\. employs {ci,c2)octai and E2 employs (c3, c4)0Ctai. Specifically we 

use (13,15,15, n)octai and (5,7,5,7)ocia/ [44]. For the former code. RSC Ei employs 

(13,15)„d0; whereas E2 employs (15,17)oclH/. The same holds for (5,7,5,7)u c t a t . 

Figure 4.3 shows a comparison between the simulated and analytical BER re-

sults using (4.16), (3.16), and (4.22) for the two cases of 7 S R — 3 and 7 dB. Code 

(13,15,15,17)octal is used with RCl — RC2 = 0.5. To maintain the same average power 

in the second frame, the source and relay nodes divide their power according to the 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER for DF relaying over quasi-
static fading; JSD = JRD = Eb/N0, 7SR — 3,7; code (13,15,15,17)oda/ with RCl = 
RC2 — 0.5; a = 0.5; nR = 1, i.e., no antenna selection. 

ratio a — 0.5. We also include results for the nR = 1 case (i.e., 110 antenna selection) 

(Chapter 3). In addition, we include in the figure, for comparison, results for the non-

cooperative case (no relaying) as well as for the error-free DF relaying case. These 

two cases achieve a diversity of one and two, respectively. As shown in the figure, the 

diversity degrades due to errors at the relay. The interesting observation here is that 

the loss in diversity starts to become clear when the S — R channel is less reliable 

than the S — D and R — D channels. As a matter of fact, under the hypothetical 

scenario when all channels have equal SNRs, the diversity order is maintained for all 

range of SNR. 

In Figure 4.4, we show a comparison of the simulated and analytical BER results 

based on the expressions given in (4.16), (3.16), and (4.22) for the two cases of 

7S/? = 3 and 7 dB. Code (13,15,15.17)octa/ is used with /?C] = RC2 — 0.5 and a = 0.5. 

In this case, we assume nR = 2 where the best antenna is selected. In contrast with 

the results shown in Figure 4.3, we can clearly see the positive impact of antenna 
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER for DF relaying over quasi-
static fading; 7 S D = jRD — Eb/N0, 7 S r = 3,7; code (13,15,15,17)odaZ with RCl = 
Rc2 = 0.5; a- = 0.5; nR — 2 and the best antenna is selected. 

selection. For example, when j S R = 7, we see that the diversity is maintained until 

bit error rate 10~5 which provides a gain of more than 5 dB over the case without 

antenna selection. The same is true for the 7 S R — 3 where the divergence of the curve 

from the error-free curve occurs a few decibels later. This clearly demonstrates the 

importance of using antenna selection. 

Figure 4.5 shows a comparison between the simulated and the bit error rate upper 

bound corresponding to the expressions given in (3.16), and (4.43) for the two cases 

of — 3 and 7 dB. Code (5,7, 5,7)ocin; is used with RCt — RC2 = 0.5 and a = 0.5. 

We also assume that nR = 1 (no antenna selection). We observe from the figure that 

the diversity is maintained when all channels (S — R, S — D, and R — D) have equal 

SNRs, i.e., = 7 s d = 7 R D . However, the diversity degrades when 7 S R is smaller 

than the other SNRs, which is similar to the DF relaying case. 

To assess the efficacy of antenna selection, we plot in Figure 4.6 the performance 

of the system corresponding to Figure 4.5 but now with antenna selection. Wre assume 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER for AF relaying over quasi-
static fading; jSR = 3,7; code (5,7, 5,7)octa/; nR = 1, i.e., no antenna selection. 

Eb/N0(dB) 

Figure 4.6: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER for AF relaying over quasi-
static fading: = 3.7: code (5. 7.5. 7)oriQ/: nR = 2 and the best antenna is selected. 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between the simulated and theoretical BER for QPSK over 
quasi-static fading. 7 S D = ^RD = Eb/N0, "ySR - 4,8; code (5,7.5,7)octa l: nR = 2 and 
the best antenna is selected. 

that nR = 2 and the best antenna is used. Similar to the DF case, we observe from 

the figure that antenna selection preserves the diversity order for a wider range of 

SNR, which in turns provides substantial coding gains. For instance, for the 7)SR — 7 

and at bit error rate 10~5, there is a gain of about 7 dB when antenna selection is 

used. Similar favorable results are expected for relay selection, as mentioned before. 

Figure 4.7 shows a comparison between the simulated and theoretical BER perfor-

mance for the two cases of 7ySR - 4 and 8 dB, and M = 4 (QPSK). Code (5,7,5,7)ocia/ 

is used with RCl — RC2 — 0.5 and a = 0.5. We also assume that nR — 2 and the best 

antenna is selected. The BER curve when the relay is error-free, having diversity 

order two is also shown for comparison. It is clear from this figure that as j S R gets 

larger, the performance converges to the ideal error-free case. 

0 
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4.7 Conclusions 

We considered in this chapter antenna/relay selection for cooperative wireless net-

works in an effort, to improve the detection reliability at the relay nodes. We showed 

that performing antenna selection preserves the diversity order of the system for a 

wider range of SNR, leading to significant, coding gains over systems without antenna 

selection. The proposed architecture can be extended to multiple relays and it, is 

expected to obtain similar favorable results. 
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Chapter 5 

Coded Cooperative 

Communications with System 

Non-idealities 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters, we assumed perfect knowledge of the CSI at all network 

nodes. However, this is an idealistic assumption since such nodes will have to esti-

mate the CSI. The channel estimation technique requires known pilot symbols to be 

transmitted at the beginning of each data frame. Since pilot symbols reduce spectral 

efficiency; therefore, it is desirable to use as few as possible. The ultimate objective 

herein is to achieve performance close to the perfect channel case by using only k 

pilot symbols. 

5.2 Channel Estimation 

An important issue affecting the design and analysis of relay transmission protocols is 

channel state information, i.e., how much radios know about, each channel realization 

throughout the network. For example, using training signals, e.g., pilot, tones or sym-

bols, the receivers may estimate the multipath coefficients affecting their respective 
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received signals. Once channel state information is acquired at the distributed radio 

receivers, protocol designs can feed this information back to the transmitters. This 

feedback allows the transmitters to adapt, their transmissions to the realized channel 

in effect, often leading to performance improvements when accurate channel state 

information is obtainable. 

5.3 Distributed Coding with MRC Channel Esti-

mation 

Recall from Chapters 3 and 4 that we assumed the second frame was transmitted on 

orthogonal sub-channels (e.g., TDMA, CDMA, or FDMA) from the source and relay-

nodes to the destination. Also, the detection at the relay and destination nodes were 

based on perfect, channel knowledge. In this chapter, we use the same coding scheme 

introduced in Chapter 3 with a distributed combining based on Alamouti scheme 

[9]. For simplicity, we assume that there is one relay. All the nodes are assumed 

to be equipped with one antenna and one RF chain. Recall that the coding scheme 

described earlier in Chapter 3, assumes that the source is equipped with two encoders, 

where the output of the first, encoder is referred to as the first frame (of length 

bits) and the output, of the second encoder is referred to as the second frame (of 

length N-2 bits). Also, each relay is equipped with an encoder similar to the second 

encoder at, the source. First, at the beginning of each frame transmitted from S to R, 

from R to D. and from S to D, a pilot sequence P consisting of kp symbols is sent, to 

estimate all the channels. Then, these channel estimates are used to detect the data. 

In the following sections, we describe and analyze the pilot-assisted channel es-

timation technique when employed in the distributed space-time coding scheme in 

Chapter 3. 

5.3.1 System Model 

In this section, we introduce the system model of the distributed space-time coding 

cooperation scheme when employing channel estimation using pilot signals. 
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Conventional Pilot Mode 

The block diagram with conventional pilot (CP) channel estimation is shown in Figure 

5.1. At the beginning of each frame transmitted from S to R. from R to D, and from 

S to D, a pilot sequence P consisting of kp symbols [45] 

P={PuP2,...,Pkp) (5.1) 

is appended to the data sequence. A block diagram of the source, relay and destination 

when employing channel estimation is shown in Figure 5.2. 

Power 

Pilot Symbols Data Sequence 
Time 

Figure 5.1: Symbol block with conventional pilot channel estimation. 

pio 
VW 

Frams2 EPSK 
C&TtrijEicr 

Figure 5.2: The channel estimation for all the channels for the proposed scheme. 
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First Frame During the first frame transmission, the signals received at the relay 

and the destination nodes at time t are given respectively by 

Vsnit) = y/E~PhsRp{t) + nsR(t), (5.2) 

VsD{t) = y/%hSDp{t) + nSD(t), (5-3) 

where p(t) is the pilot sequence transmitted from the source at time slot t (t = 

1 , 2 , . . . , kp), Ep is the transmitted signal energy for the pilot sequence, and the rest 

of the parameters are defined as in Chapter 3. 

The receivers at the relay and the destination estimate the channel fading coeffi-

cients h,sR and h$D by nsing the observed sequences ysR(t) and ysn(t). The estimates 

of hgR and HSD are given by [45] 

r _ ysk(t)p*{t) _ u nSR(t)P*(t) 
S R " S R J E , W ) \ 2 

= hSR + A hSR, (5.4) 
T _ ysp(t)P*(t) __ nSD(t)p*(t) 
h s D - V ^ I p W I 2 " VE~Mt)\2 

= hSD + A hSD, (5-5) 

where A hSR. and A hsD a r e the estimation errors due to the noise, given by 

= nsnimt) 
^Ep\P(t)\2 

nSD(t)p*(t 

Since nsR(t) and n.sD(t) are complex AWGN on the S - R and S — D links, with 

zero mean and one-dimensional variance Nq/2. the estimation errors AIisr and A h s o 

have a zero mean and one-dimensional variance N0/(2kpEp). 
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Second Frame During the second frame transmission, the received signal at the 

destination node is given by 

VRD{t) = y/~EphRDj>{t) + nRD(t), (5.8) 

where hRD is modeled as complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit 

variance, representing the fading channel from R to D, nRD(t) is the AWGN on the 

R — D link with zero mean and one-dimensional variance No/2. 

The receiver at the destination estimates the channel fading coefficient hRD by 

using the observed sequence yRo{t)- The estimate of hRD is then given by 

r _ yRD(t)p*(t) _ , , nRD(t)p*(t) 
R D = = R D + 7 K W ) \ 2 

= hRD + A hRDl (5.9) 

where AhR D is the estimation error due to the noise, given by 

a / nRp(t)f(t) 

Since nR D(t) is complex AWGN, with zero mean and one-dimensional variance N0/2, 

the estimation error Ah R D has a zero mean and one-dimensional variance N0/(2kpEp). 

Data Mode 

Having obtained the channel estimates as described earlier, the data mode starts 

where these estimates are used to detect the transmitted data. 

The system model for the proposed system in the first and second frame using 

Alamouti scheme are depicted in Figure 5.3; 5.4. As shown in the figure, the trans-

mitter is equipped with two RSC encoders, denoted by and E2, whose rates are RCl 

and RC2, respectively. The relay is also equipped with E2- The information sequence 

b is encoded by Ei, resulting in Cj, which is denoted as Frame 1. This frame is 

broadcasted from the source to the relay and destination nodes. If the relay correctly 

decodes the message it received from the source, it re-encode it by E2 and transmitted 
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Figure 5.3: Transmission protocol for the first frame. 

SowoeKbcte IteJireaasnNxte 

Figure 5.4: Transmission protocol for the second frame using Alamouti scheme. 

to the destination as Frame 2 with rate RC2 = K/n2. At the same time, b is encoded 

at the source by E2, resulting in C2 (denoted as Frame 2) which in turn is transmitted 

from the source to the destination. These two copies (of Frame 2) of the source and 

relay whose CRC check transmit the second frame to the destination. The received 

copies of the second frame are combined using Alamouti scheme and the information 

bits are detected via a Viterbi decoder based on the two frames N — Nx + N2. The 

combiner output is then augmented with Frame 1 to form a noisy version of C, which 

is detected at the destination via a Viterbi decoder. 

In what follows we mathematically describe the underlying scheme. 
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First Frame During the first frame transmission, the signals received at the relay 

and the destination nodes at time t are given by 

rsR{t) = V R C l E s R h S R x { t ) + rcsfl(f), (5.11) 

(5.12) rsoit) = y/RclESDhSDx(t) + raSD(f), 

where x(t) is the output of the source modulator at time slot t (t — 1. 2 , . . . . n\), ESR 

and ESD are the transmitted signal energies for the corresponding link. RCl is the 

code rate of convolutional encoder I . 

From (5.11) and (5.12), the decision statistics for the channels from S to R and 

from S to D for the first, frame are given respectively, by 

where t = 1,2, . . . , n i . Since the powers of A hsR and A h$D in (5.6) and (5.7), 

respectively, are relatively small (assuming small errors), the powers of Ah*SRnsR{t) 

and Ah*SDJiso{t) c a n be neglected. 

Second Frame Using Alamouti Scheme During the second frame transmission, 

the received signals at, the destination node at time t and t + 1 are given by [9] 

rD(t) - y/R C2aERDhf{Dx(t) + \f RC2 (1 —a) EsohsDx(t + 1) + no(t), (5.15) 

rD{t+ 1) = - y/RC2aERDhRDx*{t + 1) + ^RC2 (1 - a) ESDhSD^(t) + nD(t + 1), 

(5.16) 

XR,i(t) = h*SRrSR{t) = {h*SR + &h*SR) rSR{t) 

= Nfll2 y/Rc,ESRx{t) + h*SRnSR(t) + AhsRhsR^RClEsRx{t) 

+Ah*SRnSR{t), 

xD,i(t) = h*SDrSD{t) = (h*SD + Ah',SD)rsD(t) 

(5.13) 

Ci ESDX (•T) + H*SDnSD{T) + Ah*SDHSD\/ RCJ ESDx(T) 

+Ah*SDnSD(t), (5.14) 
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where x(t) and x(t + 1) are the outputs of the relay modulators at time slot t. and 

t + 1 (t = ni + l,ni + 3,.. .,7ii + 7i2 — 1). respectively, the rest of the parameters are 

defined as before (see Chapter 3). 

Using Alamouti's combining scheme [9], from (5.15) and (5.16), the decision sta-

tistics for the channels from R to D and S to D for the second frame are given 

respectively by 

XDfiit) = h*RDrD(t) + hSDr,'D{t + l) 

= I hHD\2y/R C2 

aEHDx(t) + hRDhSD yjRC2{l-a)ESDx{t + 1) 

+h*RDnD(t) - hSDhRDsjRC2aERDx(t + 1) 

(1 - a) ESD'x{t) + hSDn*D{t + 1) 

+A hRDhSD ^RC2(l-a)ESDx(t + 1) + A h*RDhRDy/R C2aERDx(t) 

+AhRDnD(t) - AhSDh*RD\JRClaERDx(t + 1) 

+AhS Dh*S D^RC 2 (1 - q) ESDx{t) + AhSDnD(t + 1), (5.17) 

XD*{t+l) = h*SDrD(t)-hRDr*D(t + 1) 
Co 

aERDx(t) + |/iSd|2 \/RC2 (1 - a) ESDx{t + 1) 

+h'SDnD(t) + \hRD\2 y/RC2aERDx{t + 1) 

-hRDh*SDy/RC2 (1 - a) ESDx{t) - hRDn*D{t + 1) +AhtSDhSDy/Rci (1 - a)ESDx{t + 1) + Ah*SDnD{t) 

+Ah*SDhRD ^ RC2 aERDx(t) + A hHDh*RD yj RC2aERDx(t + 1) 

-AhRDh*SD^RC2 (1 - a) ESDx(t) - AhR DnD(t + 1), . (5.18) 

where t = n^ +1 , rij + 3 , . . . , ni + n2 — 1. Since the powers of Ahso arid Ah R D in (5.7) 

and (5.10), respectively, are relatively small, the powers of AhR DnD ( t ) , AhsDn*o{t + 

1), Ah*SDnD(t), and AhRDn*D(t + 1) can be neglected. 

5.3.2 Performance Analysis 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed estimation scheme for 

one relay channel in terms of the average BER at the destination. In our analysis, we 
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consider M-PSK modulation. We first consider error-free recovery at the relay. Then 

we consider the effect of channel errors at the relay. 

The end-to-end conditional pairwise error probability for a coded system is the 

probability of detecting an erroneous codeword x = [xj, x2,..., xn], when in fact x = 

[rcj. x 2 , . . . , xn] is transmitted. The instantaneous received SNR for noncooperative 

transmission from S to D, 7D(t) — . Therefore, for noncooperative 

transmission, the conditional pairwise error probability from S to D is given by 

/ 
F(x X|75£>) = Q 

( 

\N 

2gp.si< Rc F-SD 
E i ^ w i 2 

t&i 

Q 
Zgpsh'Rc 

1 + Jtr.Esn\ 
J2-YSD{t) 

K„E„ J (€'? 

(5.19) 

Under slow fading, hso{t) = hSD for all t and consequently (5.19) can be written as 

m » D ) = 0 

In 
2gpsKRcd 

+ 7 SD (5.20) 

/ 

In what follows, we derive an upper bound on the probability of bit error for 

distributed space-time coding using one relay channel. First, we consider the case of 

error-free relay then, the case of erroneous relay. 

D F with Error-Free Relay 

Under the assumption of free errors at the relay node, the instantaneous received 

SNR for the channel from S to D for the first, frame is given by 

7 = 
2Rc,ESD\hSD{t)\2 2RCllSD(t) t = l , 2 , . . . , n 1 (5.21) 
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and the instantaneous received SNR for the channels from S to D and R to D for 

the second frame is given by 

(t) = 2Rc, (l-a)EsD\hsD(t)\2 aERD\hRD{t)f 
1 No \ (l + + ft.2[(l-a)gSD+ogj,o]A 

\ \ kpEp J kPEP J , 

= 2R | (1 ~«) lsp(t) + ajRD(t) fa + ^[(l-aQgsD+QgKoA fa + Be,Kl-tt)£.s-p+ogfiDA 
V kpEp J Y kpEp J 

t = nl + l,n1+2,...,n1 + n2. (5.22) 

From (5.21) and (5.22), when the fading coefficients hsD, and hRo are constant over 

the codeword, the conditional pairwise error probability is given by 

P(dhsD,lRD) = 

Q 

\ 
2gpsK I -ftcidr/SD + [RC2d2 (1 - a) 7so + Rc2d2a~jRD\ • . ^ ^ 

(2 _J_ ESQ \ fa fl^jtl-QQ^vj+ag^DlA 
V kj,Ep J \ kpEv J 

Using (3.10), we can rewrite (5.23) as 

(M-\)TT/M 

P(dhso, 1RD) = 1 j 
0 

RCld1 RC2d2{ 1-cv) | 7 SD 
• exp -gpsK t p .-I \ + fa + E.s-,, \ ' fa + fl,:2[(l-a)g.s7,+q£j;„]\ j s j n 2 ( 

V kpEp j y kpEp J 

• exp | -9PSK | t ^ ^ ^ | ̂  | dB. (5.24) 1 y 5 1 fa + ^2[(l-u)g.so+Qi?;;D]A J sin2 r ' 

The average pairwise error probability is then given by 

( M - 1 ) T T / M OO 

/ / o o 

i I Rc, di RC2d2{ 1-a) \ 7s£, . 
' e X P 1 ~ 9 P 5 K 1 ( i I fr^o) ( i I j ^ I P™>" S D > 
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•drysuje*P ^Jpsk ^ | ^ ^ L o ^ j ) S ) P^no)djRDd9. 

(5.25) 

Using (3.13), one can show that (5.25) can be expressed as 

(M-l)*/M 

P M = I / 1 + 
sin 2, 
9PSK I R<:>(-HCR) RN 

^ J J 
-1 

( 1 + 
/tr2[(l-a)7SP+Q7Kg]\ 

k„(Ep/N0) J . 

1 9PSK I Rc,dr/sp + Rc2d2 (l - a) iSp i i de 

sin29 \ f i , r 'Osd \ , Rr7l(i-a)iSD+aillD}\ 
, V1 ^ kp(Ep/N0) J y1^- kp(Ep/No) J 

(5.26) 

where E [|/isd|2] = 1, and E [|/?-.r.d|2] = 1> are the averages of |frs£>|2 and \h.RD\2, 

respectively. Using the results of Appendix C, the average pairwise error probability 

can be shown as 

= — r r ~ + M {B{d) -A{d))n V 1 + A{d) 

• . a n - , 
A{d) V M 

B ^ IB<"> , L t m u v W - v * 
(A(d) - B(d)) 7T V 1 + B(d) \ V B{d) V M 

(5.27) 

where 

au\ „ I Rcid^SP , RC2d2{l- a)"ySD | ,,9Rn 
( } = 9 P S K u i \ + ri • 1 ' ( } 

\V k„(Ep/No) J V ' k„(Ev/N0) ) 

and 

k„(Ev/No) 
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Having obtained the pairwise error probability in (5.27), the BER probability can be 

upper bounded using (3.16). 

Noting that if we assume 7 S D = ~iRD = Ep/No = Eb/No to be sufficiently large, 

the average pairwise error probability can be approximated as 

-1 

P(d) 
3 (M — 1) 

8M 

Eb 
No 

(sin¥) RC2d2a RCld 1 RC2d2 (1 - a) 

(5.30) 

which suggests that the diversity order achieved is two when the channel from S to 

R is error-free, and the kp symbols of each pilot sequence or the pilot to noise ratio 

(PNR), {Ep/No) increases. 

D F with Errors at Relay 

The instantaneous received SNR for the channel from S to R for the first frame is 

given by 

7D3(t) -
2RClEsR\hsR{t)\2 _ 2Rc^sn{t) 

t = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m (5.31) 

From (5.21), (5.22), and (5.31), when the fading coefficients hSD, hum and hsR are 

constant over the codeword, the conditional pairwise error probability is given by 

P{d\^sD,lSR,lRD) = Q 
. Rcjd\^fSD , Rco d2"fSD 

ZgPSK I -7 „ „ X + 

•Q 2gpsi< 
RadiJsR 

\ V 1 4 . R c \ \ 
\ k„Ep ) 

+ 1 ~Q 2gpsi< 
Rci d\ 7SR 

( kpEp ) 

Rci d-i 7s£) [•Rc2d2 (1 - q)7SD + Rc2d2ttlRD}\ 
Q 2gPSK 

' ( 1 + ) . (5.32) 
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Now, using (3.10), (5.32) can be written as 

P{d\LSD,LSR,LRD) = 
(M-\)TI/M / 

1 f / ( RcA RC2d2 \ 7SD , ,Q - J exp | -gPSK | ^ + ,, I — 2 ^ | Mi 

( (M-l )ir/hl 

Sill U2 
\ V J J 

(M-l)ir/M 

+ I 1 - - [ exp I -gPSK I I . I | dQx 
1 /' RcA 1SR 

/ e x p -gPSK 7 

I \ v(1+ 
(M-l)n/M 

I f , . RcA RC2d.2 {l-a) \ JSD 
exp -gpsK t ^ r r v + ' ( l + R^Eso\ A + flC2[(l-Q)£,s.„+Q£Jto]\ J S jn2 

V kPEp / V / / 

• - p ( I / * , a C 2 t a + g A I I d 0 2 - ( 5 - 3 3 ) 1 1 / Y + •Rr2l(l-a)g.yp+o-E^p] \ J sin 02 

Using (3.13), the average pairwise error probability can then be shown as 

(M-1)k/M / / _ \ \ -i 

p { d ) = l - J f i + ^ - f / n + / RCAISD ^ \ | d 6 i 
Sill 1 \ (1 + J^ll™-) | 1 + V 1/ ^ kp(E„/No) J 1 1 + 0 \ \ V ^(Ep/No) J V 1 kp(Ep/N0) 

(M-l)n/M / / \ \ "I 

7r ./ I sin 6o 1 f 1 , ^ 1 I 
0 \ V V kp(Ep/N0)) J J 

(M-l)is/M / / \ \ -1 

+ 1 - z 1 + ^ ^ ^ ^ dB, 
9PSK I Rci ^iTgfl 

^ ^ kp(E1,/No) J . 
(M-1)TT/M / / \ \ -1 

" i I 0 
sm 71 V l + 

(M-l)ir/M / 

" 1 ' 
0 \ 

1 + f RcAlso + Rc2d2 (1 - a) jSD 
IT ' ' ° " sin2 02 \ ft A (1 _i_ fl.2[(l-Q)7.sp + q7«D] 

\ V1 kp{Ep/N0)) kp(Ep/No) 
-I 

1 + SP^L | | ^ (5.34) 
sill 02 \ ( l , ^[(i-ofenH-^DA 1 1 v 1 1̂2 1 11-1-

kp(Ep/N0) ) , 

2"! where E [|/isa| ] = 1 is the average of \IISR\ - Using the results of Appendix C. the 
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average pairwise error probability can be shown as 

P(d)-
(M - 1) 

M 
C{d) , / /l + C(d) f{M-l)-, 

7 T y I + c ( d ) t a n 11 \ M ~ 

+ 

M n \ J l T W ) VV W V M 

" _ ( M - l ) . 1 ' ' ' 
Xf 

. 1 I D(d) _ J ll + D(d) ((M — 1) 7r 
aT̂  + ̂ Vtt^tan ( V t a n ( M 

A(d) I A(d) 
M (.B{d) - 4(d)) 7T y 1 + >4(d) 

"(A/ - 1) 

5(d) I B{d) _1 / ll + B(d) ((M-l)-. 
+ (A(d) - 5(d)) 7T Y 1 + B ( d ) t a n \ V t a n V M 

(5.35) 

where C(d) = gPSi< 
R<1 djJsu , _ 

V+kp{Ep/N0)J \ 
R<-2 •Kci di7iS-Jf 

(u "c^sit \ h kp{Kp/K0)J 

.1(d) and 5(d) are defined as in (5.28) and (5.29). respectively. When 7 S f l is very 

large (i.e., 7s/? —> oo), the relay will have perfect detection, and thus (5.35) will be 

the same as (5.27). Having obtained the pairwise error probability in (5.35), the BER. 

probability can be upper bounded using (3.16). 

5.3.3 Simulation Results 

In our simulations, we assume that the relay node operates in the DF mode. For sim-

plicity, BPSK modulation is assumed. The different subchannels between the source, 

relay and destination are assumed to be independent fiat Rayleigh fading channels. 

Also, we consider a quasi-static fading channel where the channel coefficients are 

fixed for the duration of the frame and change independently from one frame to an-

other. In all simulations, otherwise mentioned, the transmitted frame size is equal to 

ni — n2 ~ 130 coded bits, and a pilot, sequence consisting of kp symbols. 
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The convolutional code used is of constraint length four and generator polyno-

mials (13,15.15, n)octai [44]. When the relays cooperate with the source node, the 

source transmits the codewords corresponding to rate 1/2, (13,15)oct0; convolutional 

code to the relay and destination nodes in the first, frame. The relay node receives 

this codeword and decoding is performed to obtain an estimate of the source infor-

mation bits. In the second frame, the relay and source nodes transmit, the codewords 

corresponding to rate 1/2, (15,17)octai convolutional code using Alamouti scheme to 

the destination node. Also we assume that the S — R. R — D, and S — D channels 

have equal PNRs (EP/N0). 

Figure 5.5 shows a. comparison between the simulated and the bit, error rate upper 

bound corresponding to the expressions given in (5.27), and (3.16) with kp = 10 

symbols for three cases of EP/NO = 8, 10, and 14 dB. Code (13,15,15,17)odQ; is used 

with RCL = RC2 = 0.5 and A — 0.5. In Figure 5.6, we show a comparison of the 

simulated and analytical BER results based on the expressions given in (3.16), and 

(5.35) for 7 5 H = 8 dB with imperfect, channel estimation and kp — 10 symbols for 

three cases EP/N0 = 10, 12, and 16 dB. In addition, we include, for comparison, the 

results for the DF relaying with errors and perfect channel estimation. It is clear from 

these figures that, as EP/N0 gets larger, the performance converges to the ideal case. 

Figure 5.7 shows the bit, error rate upper bound corresponding to the expressions 

given in (5.27), and (3.16) for kp = 10 symbols for different values of a. Also we 

assume that JSD = 7 R D = EP/N0 = EB/N0 — 14 dB. Note that, when A = 0, the relay 

node does not, transmit, (no cooperation); whereas when a = 1, the source node does 

not, transmit, and when 0 < a < 1, the relay node transmits with energy a E R D , and 

the source node transmits with energy (1 — O>)ESD-

Figure 5.8 shows a comparison between the simulated and the bit error rate upper 

bound with imperfect, channel estimation for two cases of kp = 2, and 3 symbols. Code 

(13,15,15,17)oc;o; is used with RCJ = RC.2 = 0.5 and n- = 0.5. Finally in Figure 5.9, we 

present a comparison between the simulated and the BER upper bound corresponding 

to (3.16), and (5.35) for jSR = 8 dB for kp = 2, and 3 symbols. We observe from 
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Eb/N0(dB) 

Figure 5.5: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER with error-free detection at 
relay node over quasi-static fading; Kp - 10 symbols; Ep/N0 = 8, 10, and 14 dB. 

Eb/N0(dB) 

Figure 5.6: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER for slow Rayleigh fading. 
jSr = 8 dB with relay errors. Kp = 10 symbols; Ep/N0 = 10, 12, and 16 dB. 
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Figure 5.7: The bit error rate upper bound for the proposed coding scheme operating 
in the error-free DF mode at relay node with imperfect channel estimation for different 
values of o; kp — 10 symbols; jSD = jRD — Ep/N0 — Eb/N0 — 14 dB. 

Eb/N0(dB) 

Figure 5.8: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER with error-free at relay node 
over quasi-static fading: i"SD = = Ep/N$ — Eb/No, Kp — 2. and 3 symbols. 
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Eb/N0(dB) 

Figure 5.9: Comparison of analysis and simulated BER for slow Rayleigh fading, 
jSR — 8 dB with relay errors. 7S£3 = = Ep/N0 = Eb/N0; Kp = 2, and 3 symbols. 

these figures that the diversity is maintained when all channels (S — R, S — D, and 

R- D) have equal SNRs and PNRs, i.e., 7 S D = ~;RD = Ep/N0 = Eb/N0• However, 

due to imperfect channel estimation, the system performance degrades as kp decreases 

compared to the case of ideal channel state information. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, a channel estimation technique was proposed for distributed space-

time coding cooperation. With kp pilot symbols, the performance was shown to 

approach the perfect channel knowledge case at, high PNR (E p /N 0 ) . Also, it has 

been shown that a performance close to perfect, channel knowledge can be obtained 

when the number of pilot symbols (kp) increases. At low PNR, the proposed scheme 

cannot, provide significant performance improvements. Finally, we derived accurate 

expressions for the BER upper bound in the case of error-free and erroneous relaying. 
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Chapter o 

Conclusions and Future Works 

6.1 Conclusions 

This section briefly summarizes the accomplished work and the major contributions 

in this thesis. 

In Chapters 1, 2, it has been well established that concatenating channel coding 

and space-time coding is very efficient for centralized MIMO systems. Given the 

analogy between centralized MIMO systems and distributed MIMO systems (i.e.. 

multi-relay systems), three different TDMA-based protocols will be effective for the 

latter systems as well. 

Whenever size, power, or other constraints preclude the use of the MIMO systems, 

wireless systems cannot benefit from the well-known advantages of STC methods. In 

situations like this, the alternative would be to resort to cooperative communications 

via multiple relay nodes. When these nodes work cooperatively, they form a virtual 

antenna array. Each node is normally equipped with a single antenna. The destination 

receives multiple versions of the same message from the source and one or more 

relays, and combines these to create diversity. There are two mainly used cooperative 

diversity algorithms for transmission at the relay nodes: AF and DF (error-free and 

errors at relay nodes) modes. Intuitively, when the receive SNR of a relay node is 

low (for example, if the relay is far from the source node), it is not beneficial for the 

relay to decode. However, if some relay nodes are very close to the source node, it 
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might be advantageous for them to decode since they have high receive SNRs. In 

AF, no decoding needs to be done at the relay nodes, which saves the computational 

complexity and improves the reliability when the SNR is not very high. 

In Chapter 3, we presented a new distributed coded cooperation scheme for multi-

relay channels where the source and relays share their antennas to create a virtual 

transmit array to transmit towards their destination. Our proposed scheme was shown 

to be very effective in providing both diversity and coding gains. We illustrated the 

benefits of cooperative coding in providing diversity and coding gains through analysis 

and simulation results. We observed that, for Z-relay channels, if the SNR at the relays 

are sufficiently high, the underlaying coding scheme provides full diversity of L + 1. 

Different from other existing works, we analytically demonstrated how to distribute 

the transmit power between source and relay nodes in order to minimize the average 

BER. Also, we investigated the outage probability of the achievable rate of the DF 

relay channels in a Rayleigh fading environment. Finally, we derived expressions 

for the BER upper bound and the outage probability in the case of error-free and 

erroneous relaying. 

In Chapter 4, we proposed to use antenna selection at, the relays to enhance their 

reliability. Therefore we considered antenna/relay selection in conjunction with the 

distributed coding scheme introduced in Chapter 3. Assuming DF and AF relaying, 

we derived upper bounds on the BER for A/-PSK transmission. Our analytical 

results showed that the proposed scheme achieves full diversity for the entire range 

of bit error rate of interest, unlike the case without antenna, selection. 

In all of the above works, we assumed ideal scenarios to simplify the analysis. 

However, to make the developed schemes applicable to real life systems, in Chapter 

5, we proposed to use the coding scheme in Chapter 3 with a coherent, distributed 

space-time coding cooperation with channel estimation based on pilot, signals. Instead 

of transmitting the second frames on orthogonal sub-channels (e.g., TDMA, CDMA, 

or FDMA) from the source and relay nodes to the destination (as in Chapters 3 

and 4). we used Alamouti scheme in the second frame. Assuming DF relaying, we 

derived upper bounds on the BER for M — PSK transmission with channel estimation 
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errors. Our analytical results have shown that a performance close to perfect channel 

knowledge can be obtained when the number of pilot symbols (kp) increases. 

6.2 Future Works 

In what follows we address some topics of interest for the future extension of this 

research. 

9 Adaptive rate and power allocation for cooperating nodes in fading channels is 

a promising and practical problem that could be considered in future work. 

» In this work, space-time coding for cooperative networks assumes symbol level 

synchronization. However, imperfect synchronization is a practical issue which 

has been neglected in the proposed scheme throughout the thesis. This problem 

should be addressed. 

® Throughout this dissertation, we have considered the case of at Rayleigh fading. 

This assumption was considered to highlight the spatial diversity provided by 

coded cooperation. While we believe that our results extend to the case of fre-

quency selective channels, further investigation is needed to better characterize 

how these two forms of diversity interact (spatial, multipath). 

© We have considered uncorrected channels in the distributed cooperative scheme. 

Future works should focus on the effect of correlation on the system perfor-

mance. 

© Instead of using coherent distributed cooperation that requires channel esti-

mation at the receiver, one can investigate the use of noncoherent distributed 

cooperation. 
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Appendix A 

Proof of Equations (3.20) and 

(3.31) —(3.33) 

A . l Proof of Equation (3.20) 

The average pairwise error probability of (3.19). P(d), can then be written as 
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Using (3.13). (A.l) can then be written 
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where JSR,„ = E [Î S-R,* |2] >s the average SNR. 
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A.2 Proof of Equations ( 3 . 3 1 ) - ( 3 . 3 3 ) 

From (3.30), /i, I2 ( j ) , h can be written as 
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Appendix 

Proof of Equations (4.38) and 

(4.40) 

B . l Proof of Equation (4.38) 

From (4.37), the CDF of Z, Pz{~), is given by 

•iji-
Pz{z) = _ _ > : exp 

ZVAFSRIRD f ^ V 1 J vVr-" 

(«« - 0 + 1 
7 SR ALRD 

1 . f e l l . (B.l) 
V SRIRDJ 

Taking the derivative of (B. l) with respect to 2 and using the expression for the 

derivative of the modified Bessel function, given in [62] as 

zj-I<v{z) + vKv(z) = —zKv-i (z). (B.2) 

yields (4.38). 

B.2 Proof of Equation (4.40) 

From (4.39), the PDF of 7SRD is given by 
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where 

/i (M) = tTlSRoexp 

and 
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Using [62] we obtain the result in (4.40). 
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Appendix C 

Proof of Equations (5.27) and 

(5.35) 

C . l Proof of Equation (5.27) 

From (5.26), the average pairwise error probability. P(d), is given by 
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From (C.l), the average pairwise error probability can be shown as 
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pansion into the last term of (C.2), the average pairwise error probability, P(d), is 

given by 
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Using [62] we obtain the result in (5.27). 

C.2 Proof of Equation (5.35) 

From (5.34), the average pairwise error probability is given by 
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The average pairwise error probability, P(d), can be written as 
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Applying a partial fraction expansion into the last term of (C.5) and using [62] we 

obt ain the result in (5.35). 
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